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VOL. XVI.— NO.

HOLMD

CITY

HOLLAND,

25

NEWS

MICH.,

SATURDAY, JULY

Dr. H. Kremers, Secretary of

LOCAL ITEMS.

ihe

Building Committee of the First Re-

Terms of Subscription
$1.50 per year \f paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.

To prevent a dog going mad in August
—kill him in July.

Everyone is

gi

on Monday morning

/

last, a

Last Sunday widow Johanna B.

/man died

Ranters expect
Dal-

Feytcn 9cvent£pineyears.' The funeral occurred

daughter.

J on’fuesday in the Third Reformed
Some

la nearly finished.

Public Letting.

brought in
Miss Louise Hentzlkr,of Grand Rap-

The dance

at

was attended by

a large

city, a visit last

a large

she took this step of notifying her nearest

week and was shown the

He

neighborsand friends. It was soon evi-

ex-

dent to those called in that

carriages pressed himself as delighted with the fine

excursion party from

morning. They

all took the steamer at this city for thn

was

farms and the neat and tasty appearance
of farm buildings. He announced

jils

folks from this city.

Excavation for the new brick block was
for

Mr. C. Blom on Eighth

street has

been

week.

of having the Sunday School of
Subscribefor Grand Rapids’ best paper,
the daily Tkmocrnf. It contains the associated press dispatches. Sent by mail at

his

church picnic at tho*Macatawa Resorts.

The

Wm.
a

contractor for thd grading and

graveling of Market street commenced
work on the improvementlast Wednesday morning.

For Sale.
and
to
24-2t W.

staunch sail boat.
A. Holly,
StandardRoller Mills.
Discovery.

Van Duren waa
men to care for
him and see that he did no harm to himself or wife. Monday the Judge of Pronotified and he placed two

a

welcome guest.

Invitationis extended to any and

farmers

all

teen years has been subject to

who may visit Kalamazoo, Mich.,
epilepsy and
Michigan Hedge Company’s

to visit the

maniac.

It Is about time some “attraction”was
pleasing our people at the

7

To-Rent.

Opera House.

many

are given to understandthat before

he could sign

stated that

the pews of the church, sod never thought

a contract to

of the littlefellow until morning.

furnish one thousand mills to one firm at

:80 p. m. for

tbe

went and took the

who

all

was enabled

j

wish to attend the hpp at The Ottawa.

—

_
to

W.ld

Jim, tbe famous mountain P10111®’

Scout,” gave au expert shooting ejnibion Tuesday. He displayed a skill with
the

rifle

that was truly wonderful.He

shot from either shoulder with equal skill

and accuracy. Shooting tbe ashes from
cigar in the

mouth of

nJorDl11® P‘^Mnle('J1'111
to the surprisedfather. The question

1

lion on Market street, near railroad trick,

which the gentleman’sassociatesare

their friend, and how was

bles, etc.,

Last Thursday morniug a

refreshing

'

goes around these days

and hardly ever carries any money with

1887.

ticipated.

making those fin£ cabinet
$3.00 a dozen. OppositeNews

is still

F. T.

22-tf

Ward,

•'

of the Allegan Journal-

Tribune, called on us last Saturday morn-

ng. Mr. Ward was

To-Rent.

here making arrange-

The premises known as the Germania ments for camping out
House are for rent immediately. Apply Jacatawa.

at the Resorts at

K(ENIGiberg. 11-tf

As

a rule he has to leave it in the

pockets

of his subscribers,

not because he is so

anxious to leave

there, but then it

it

may

it

'

developed!

’j

The answer remains for the future.
a

A Strange Sight.

an attendant, break-

as glass balls, pieces

now

"won-

this

derful musical talent” first brought out in

Last Saturdayour people who happened

son, breaking objects thrown in the air,

such

was

trying to solve is: where

ing glass balls held in the fingers of a per-

resume his duties.

The News man
all the

little fellow to hia

spring into existencein this city, which

of brick, mar-

shooting objects with his back

to be on the street,

were astonished

to

see

Marshal Vaupell conducting a woman,
helplesslydrunk, to our "city refrigerator”

citizens’

the accommodationof

During

the night the Rev. Van der Vries, who

days another lightning rod firm will order.”

tools and appurtenances, or I will rent the
building and the outfit at a very reasona- rain fell in this locality and the picnic of him, not only for fear of robbers, but
ble
Jacob Kuite,
the First Reformed Church was postponed because he usually has none to carry; he
Holland, Mich., July 8,
23-tf
until yesterday, when a large number par- never leaves any at home for fear of fires.

H.

making him a
by

nearly prostrated

any time, and aa soon aa the new factory I 0CCUpfel ,be peonage next the building,
waa completehe would place il aa a "first | bcsrd &eblld cryln|,
aDd

We

Meat Market For Sale or

to

is

looking over our advertisementsthe

Cornelis Grevengoed, an employe of turned to them aiming with a mirror, and
We inform the public that we close our fund for the Races, August 11 and 12? If
many other difficult shots were among the
store at seven o’clock the remainder of not, do so at once. The list is open at the the Cappon & Bertsch Leather Company,
feats he performed.Some two hundred
this and all of next month. We are
in the tannery on tbe north side of the
Secretary’s office for all subscriptions.
selling our trimmed summer hats and
Bsy, was overpowered by the heat on last people witnessed bis exhibition, which
bonnets for half of their original prices.
Tfis, Saturday, evening the Homer Saturday afternoon. Medical attendance
L. & S. Van den Berge & Co.
Reeves will leave the dock in this city at was at once summoned and this week he the hat.”

office.

His wife

Resorts.

Have you contributedto the

photos for

-

fits of

the manager give you a chance to sec the blow.
reader will notice the new “ad.” of the some of the company’s completed work.
Forgot His Child.
steamer “Queen of the Lakes,” giving This would at once decide in your minds
the time of departure from the dock iu the question of hedge as a practical farm
The merchants and business men on
this city ana the time of leaving the fence. Do not he afraid of intrudingas River street had considerablefun this
you will be cheerfully shown around and
Resorts for the return trip.
week at the expense of one of their
welcomed.
number who js a widower of some years
The Allegan and Ottawa TrottingCirC W. Bennett. Gen'l Aqent.
standing,and who has several children.
cuit opens with the races at Plainwell
Last Tuesday he attended the sinking
next Thursday and Friday, and closes
Mr. Lamoreux, of the firm of Lamoreux school, held In the Market Street Cbriatlan
here two weeks later. From present ap& Werkman, was home over last Sunday Reformed Church, and look one of hispearances the Circuit will he a complete
and he states that their salesmenwere all chlldren,presumably (or company. He
success. See advertisement.
having excellent success in disposingof enjoyed the privilegesof all members and
the Vindicator Fanning Mills. Five the music had such a ravishingeffect on
Mr. Chas. Waring, Miss Lillie Bright,
wagons and as many men are canvassing him that when the singing school closed
and Miss Fannie Boyd, of this city, were
among the invited guests who attended the counties north of here and sell as he went home and forgot all about hit
many mills as the firm can manufacture child, which had fallen asleep in one of
the reception of President Weston ; also the

On

&

Keller

seven

his brain has been gradually

affected until it resulted in

Office, 148 South Burdick street, and have-

fastened its clutches upon her and for seven years she withstood We have not had a good eutertainment will do business on a “square” basis, that
its severest tests, but her vital organs were for months.
is give rods away for the fun of the thing
undermined and death seemed imminent.
Another occasion that will rival our and just charge for putting them on to the
For three months she coughed incessantly
buildings.
and could not sleep. She bought of us a Fourth of July celebration is in store for
bottle of Dr. King’s New Discovery for Holland City on August 11 and 12 next,
A lawn social will be given by the
Consumption uud was so much relieved
the dates of the Races here.
young
ladies of tbe Methodist Church at
on taking first dose that she slept all night
and with one bottle has been miraculous- Our Races next month promise to be the . residence of Mr. N. Hanson, on
ly cured. Her name Is Mrs. Luther Lutz.”
Wednesday evening,July 27. A cordial
Thus write W. C. Hamrick & Co., of the best thing Holland City has ever had invitation is extended to nil, and a pleasShelby, N. C.— Get a free trial bottle at in horse trotting and a large crowd of
ant time is promised by the young ladles
Yates
Kane’s, Holland, or A. De people is expectedin the city.
to all who attend.
Kruif's Drug Store, Zeeland.

rate.

Tuesday. Mr. Nyssen for

zoo on

An

with their present facilities. Mr. L. also

county. Disease

my meat market with

Mr. Nyssen

raving maniac, as he was at times

Some four hundred excursionists came O-wash-ta-nonghop at the club rooms in
from Grand Rapids on the last Sunday Grand Rapids, on Wednesday evening
morning train and spent the day at the last.

“Another wonderful discovery has been
made and that too by a lady In this

I will sell

a

very violent. Supervisor

in-

tention of taking up his residence here as

last Saturday on last Sunday night by a cold wave
number of young which lowered the mercury iu the thermometer some fifteen degrees. The wave

24-tf

A Woman's

engaged in farm-

The Ottawa

Attention.

fast sailing
,

is

Resorts. The Forest Grove band accom- soon as possible.Everyone who sees
Holland and its environments is all taken
Miss Amelia Van Toll, of Grand panied them.
bate was informed and on the examination
up with the locationand the natural ad
Haven, is visitingMr. C. H. Doesbure, of
of two physicians he was adjudged insane
The uninterrupted and excessively hot vantages we possess.
this city.
and was taken to the asylum at Kalamaweather of the past few weeks was broken

Rev. P. Moerdyke was robbed of $40,
have commenced our second annual
by a pickpocket,in the depot at Grand
clearing out sale, and all our Summer
Goods will be sold at greatly reduced Rapids, last Wednesdayevening.
prices. Call early and secure the best
The roof of the Breyman and Sutton
bargains in* Clothing and Gents’ Furnishbuilding
on the corner of Eighth and
ing Goods ever offered in Holland City.
L. Henderson,
Market streetswas put on this week.
Chicago Clothing House,
River street.
Rev. Wormier, of Grand Haven, talks

A

A gentleman who

ing in Ohio paid bis son. who lives in this

week;

We

Apply

wagons and

the country last Thursday

ids, is visiting friends in the city this

in progress this

Baumgartel at twelve and one-half cents
week.

tv hat is there that can befall a person
moie lamentable than the loss of their
reasoningfaculties?On Sunday last the
neighborsof Mr. John Nyssen were
called into his house by his wife who
stated that her husband was acting so
badly that she waa afraid of him. She
had spent the night in mortal terror and
it was only after much conalderatlonthat

to leave for the East at an

farming country east of here.
thirty

778.

A Saving Maniac.

her son, Mr.

at the residence of

third and last story of the factory

of Mr. R. E. Workman

50 cents a month. Delivered by

plan submitted by

early day to begin operations.

(George Dalman, at the advanced age of

Church.

receive sealed proposals for the veneering
of their Church Building; also for window
and door frames. Will take separate bids
for the veneering and frames. The bids
must be deliveredto the undersignedby
the 4th of August next, before 6 p. m.
Plans and specificationscan be seen at
the office of H. Te Roller. Holland, Mich.
The Building Committee reserves the
right to reject any and all bids.
By order of Building Committee,
H. Kremers. Secy.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 21, 1887.

Y. The

NO.

was pronounced by the Brooklyn

formed Church, wants bids for veneering Park Board of Commissioners to be the

common

The Building Committee of the First
Reformed Church of Holland City, will

this firm

the church building and for doer and only plan which appeared to have suffiwindow frames. See notice in another cient merit to justify their approval, and
enjoying the cool wave column.
assure them success. A. M. and J. D.

Kates of advertisinK made known
,
on application. which has arrived.
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
Yearly
changes.
tanges.
Excursions and picnics are of
Bnsiness Cards in City Directory, not over three
ines, $2 per annnm.
occurrence now-a-days.
NotlcesofBirths,Marriages, and Deaths pubIlsbed without charge for snbscrtbars.
Born:— To Mr. and Mrs. P. De
9-All advertistnirbills collectablequarterly.

Tue

Island, N.

WHOLE

23, 1887

where such characters are allowed to cool

^

off. The astonishmentconsisted in seeing
the marshal run in

'drunken person, and

a

good and orderly. Tbe woman on being
brought before Esquire Post tlaimed
With tbe advantages in the way of
Detroit as her home and said she was
fencing now offered by the Michigan, ,
« .
..u—a
Hedge Company, It would ,eem
1 °
who is an inmate of the Soldiers' Home.
for every farmer who wishes to make perShe had “bowled up” oo the train, and
manent improvemeutsto build hedges.
had got off at this station,and waa asleep
The company is an old one that thorIn tbe depot when the marshal arreated
oughly understands the business. They
her. The kind heart of Justice Post rehave had twenty-seven years’ experience
lented when he heard her neoie, Mary
and arc backed by testimonials of hun-

at times be just as well.

- _

adyl.abie
,

,

.l

'

Flannigan,and saw the big tear-drop

dreds of farmers of this and other itates,

fall

from off her weather-beatencheeks, and

where they have been working for years,
Mr. W. Baumgartel has secured among others Cyrus G. Luce, our present beard her cracked voice plead for mercy.
He couldn’t aland it and aa she bad
tbe services of a first-class barber in the

At

last

3

Mrs. J. D. Newth, of Clare, Mich., has person of Mr. Archie David, of Detroit.
wm be
ID moneT enou«b ,0
h" - W out o' t0WD
he let her go. She was certainly an “old
been visiting at tbe home of her uncle, Mr. David is a' pleasant and affable young
their circular,and many other prominent
T.rr: “““ “TT’'
r7T#’*.Iul timer” end on being released wanted to
The best salve in the world for Cuts, Mr. Samuel Smith, for the past two man who will undoubtedly make many
men of thU .UK, be,lde Ihe preu df Ibis
offlcer th>( im>ted hn
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever weeks, and participated in the excursion
friends in this city. He is a barber who
and
other
states,
all
being
unreserved
in
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
to the Park last Thursday.
understands his business, and Mr. B. has
The Bam Boats.
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positivepraise of the fence and the compaoj’i
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
Henry Metz and Peter Meengs, two of every resson for congratulatinghimself manner of doing business.
McEvo^’proprietoi of
Home weeks ago McEvojKproprietor
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
Holland's boys, who now live in Texas, on securing so valuable an assistant.
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
loati/’wBB
one of tbe “bum boats,”
'waa arrested for
Sacral Concert.
For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, and are visitingfriends and relatives here this
The Sunday’s Grand Rapids Democrat
sellingliquor contrary to the State law.
A. De Krnif, Zeeland. Mich.
week. We are glad to state that the boys contained a dispatch Irom Macatawa Park
A grand sacred concert of vocal and in The cast waa brought before Justice Post,
are both prospering in Texas,
stating that for the week beginning July strumental music will be given at the I but on tbe day of trial, last week Friday,
Next Thursday, July 28, the Allegan 4, eighty or ninety thousand people vis- skating rink at Bay View, Scott’s landing, he was ill and transferred it to Justice
Knights of Maccabees will visit Macatawa. ited the Resorts. This statementIs only Sunday evening, July 24, 1887, at 8 p. m. Fairbanks. ChancellorWhite, of Grand
Produce, Etc.
and the Sunday School of tbe Methodist sixty or seventy thousand out of the way, The music will be from choice selections Rapids, appeared for the respondent and
(WBOLXSALE.)
Church of Muskegon will picnic at the which is consideredvery good guessing and rendered by the following popular ProsecutorLillie for the People. The do*
[Comet *d every Friday bt S. J. Barrinqton.)
for the average comfortable resident at and favorite artists: Mrs. Ella I. Campau, fen8esetupthe"stalecbestnut”thattheboat
Apples,75c. ; Beane, 75 to $1.00; Batter, !2ct*; same place, on the same day.
Bjfge.lSc: Honey, 10c; Onloni, 50c; Potatoes
Macatawa, who Is within easy access of soprano; Geo. A. Smith, of tbe Emma| was in government water and was not
Monday, August 3, the Grand River the “bum-boats.”
RETAIL.
Abbott Opera Co., basso; Prof. F. M. Law- bolden by the laws of the state. The jury
Apples $0.30; Beans $1.35; Butte: 14c; Eggs
Valley Medical Society will holds its sumthought otherwise and brought the respon14c. Honey, 12c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes, 90 to $1.00
The boys iu the News office and tbe son, violin soloist; Miss Agness Wynkoop,
mer
meeting
at the City Hotel in this
Grain, Feed, Etc.
of the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, dent in guilty after being in the iurv ioom
city. On Tuesday the doctors will make editor too for that matter were surprised
(WHOLESALE.)
only about five minutes. Justice Fairbanks
at the announcement last Saturday, piano soloist; C. E. Schofield, late of
[Corrected every Friday by W. B JUaeh.\
a raid on the Resorts at Macatawa.
J. H. Haverley’s celebrated company, then imposed a fine of $50 and costs $35
Buckwheat, 40c; Bran, $ 100 S>s., 70c; Barley
brought to us by a messenger,that Editor
V ewi, 90 eta, Clover seed, $1 ha.tS.50 ; Corn Meal
banjo soloist ; Miss Grace Greenfield, of tbe and fifteen days in the county jail and in
w cwt. 95c; Corn, shelled,— , 38; Flour,
In the large cities like Chicago and De
Wade and wife of the Saugatuck Com$4.20; Fine Corn Meal, 9 100 lbs., $1.40; Feed, V
Chicago Musical College, mezzo soprano, case fine and costs were not paid then imton 819.00; Hay, 9 © $10; Middlings. 9 100 Ota., troll death's harvest has been a large one mercial were tbe happy recipients of a
prisonment not to exceed ninety days.
Oats. 30 cu*. ; Pear' Barley, f 100 fte., $6,00
during the heated term just passed. In littlegirl baby. The aenouncementwas and Miss Blossom Smith, accompanist.
Aye, *5c,; Timothy Seed, $2.50; Wheat, white,
This
company
of
artists may be classed McEvoy appealedtbe case to tbe Circuit
7lfc; Red Fultz, 72c; LancasterRed, 74c Corn Chicago about eighty people were killed accompanied by a box of cigars. Here’s
ear, 33c.
among the best organized companies on Court perfecting the appeal on Saturday
by sun stroke, and tbe excessive heat.
to you Fred. —We hope we will have
RETAIL.
the stage, an!! the audience that will enjoy lost. Below we publish a dispatch from
Buckwheat, 60c; Bran, $ 100 Ibi.,75c; Barley,
another box of cigars uext year with tbe
100 Iha.. $1.25; Clover seed, * lb., $4.50; Corn
List of lettersremaining in tbe postthis Sunday night treat, will find that Chicago dated July 10, which appeared
Meal, • 100 lbs., 1.00c; Corn, shelled.50c; Floor.
news that “it’s a boy.”
$4.60 Fine corn meal, $ 100 fits., $1.60; Feed, $1 office at Hollaed, Mich., July 21, 1887:
they are repaid in every respect. Admis- iu the Detroit Free Press of last Wednes-

SnoUin’s Arnica Salve.

,7

W

I

|

,,

^

.

yC*'.i*;

’

>

;

ton $20.00;Feed, 100 lbs., 1.05; Hay, $12,00.
Middlings,
100 lbs.. 80; Oats, 38 cents; Miss Lucy Brainley, J. D. Holden, D. B.
Psarl Barley, S 100 lbs., $6, 00;Jtye, 60c; Timothy, Quick, Robard Gaurnbe.
Seed, $2.75; Corn, ear, 45c.; Wheat, new, LancasJ. G. Van Pctten, P. M.
ter Red, 70c. ; White and Fultz, 50:

V

The

contracting firm of R, Renters &

Sons, of this city, have been awarded the
contract of some shore protection at

_

Coney

sion 25 and 35 cents.

A boat will

leave

tbe Resorts immediately after the close of
the concert for Holland.

.

-

____ _

_

_

___

day and we advise
“bum-boats”

all

owners of

to read it

and

profit

so called

by what

(Continued on fourth page.)

. - -

.

CURRENT EVENTS.1

ing, and they will be issued as soon as
possible.The net gold in the treasury increased from $158,933,005 Julv 1, 1886, to
$186,375,869 July V, 1887. Since the 1st
inst. the gold holdings have decreased
$5,602,122, while the circulationof gold
certificates has increased $5,263,770.The
circulationof standard silver dollars has
increased $788,010 since the 1st inst.

BAST.
The new

ROLLAND CUT. MIOHIOIN.

directory of

New York City

contains 324,813 names, indicatinga population of about 1,600,001).

The

Presidential party passed Friday

is

noted at Cincinnati : a syndicateis said to

have bought 0,000,000pounds,a third of Kentucky’s"blue-grass"crop. Iron is stronger
The New York statement of Iron pro^
duction Is 90,000 tons less for half-year
than the Pittsburg account, which would
make the half-year’sconsumptionof domestic and imported Iron ana steel 4,258,000 tons, against 3,816,900for the first half of
1883. Borne stringency at Western points affpets prices of wool. Wool tricots are much

depressed, a sale of 2,800 pieces being noted at
WashingtonCity,
Wednesday 42^
cents, against 55 cents last year ; and one
.very quietly at the residenceof Bev. Mr.
evening, Joseph C. Kennedy, an attorney, house opens light weight cheviots at 11.25,
which were reduced to ?i.37 last year. In the
Cleveland, in Forest Port, N.
In the
one of the oldest residentsand a personal cotton branch drygoods prices ore well mainevening the people of the village tendered
tained.
acQuamtanceof many prominentmen, was
them au informal reception. The travelers stabbed to death by John Daily, a laborer, The business failures daring the week were :
Number for tho United States. 140 ; for Canaleft Forest Port Saturday via Watertown who claims, in extenuation, that' years ago
da. 80; total, 170; compared with 154 last week
for Capo Vincent, where they embarked on Kennedy defrJuded his (the murderer’s) and 183 for the correspondingweek of last
year.
the steamer St. Lawrence for a day’s ride father.

FRESH FROM THE WIRES.

At

in Every Quarter of the
Habitable Globe.

among the islands.
An accident happened

News Relating to Politics, Religion,
Commerce, Industry, Labor,

The National EducationalAssociation,
to the President's

POLITICS.

at Chicago, at their third and

from
The Iowa third party Prohibitionists
Clayton to Alder Creek, says a Utica (N.
met in convention at Des Moines and nomY.) special.Tho train was brought to a
inated the following State ticket: For
stop before the President’s party became
aware that there was any accident. The Governor, Y. G. Farnham, of Plymouth
engineer had his hand on the whistle to County: Lieutenant Governor, W. C. Caldblow for Stile crossing, when the connecting well, Harrison County; Supreme Judge,
bar to the forward driver on the right-hand C. H. Lewis, of Cherokee County; Supertrain Saturday night while returning

and Other Topics.

LATEST DISPATCHES.

last day’s

session, discussed “The

of steel revolved with terrible velocity, tear-

—

WEST.

.

—

Madame

tions:
'

Clubs.

'“lONAL LEAGUE.
Played.

Won.

02
Chicago ..............oo
Boston ................ 02
New York ............ 00
Philadelphia ..........04
Pittsburg ............. 00
Washington .......... 68
Indianapolis .......... 02
Detroit. ...............

PercentLost.

41
37
37
35
32
21
23
18

age,

1

.wii

23,
25
31
32
30
35
41

.010
.693
.530

2

a

A cyclone destroyed the opera house,
church, and several buildingsat Wau-

paca, Wis.

.

.

.Justice Harlan has dismissed

performs a great deal of effective work in the explosion of a magazine at Massowah.
Russia has replied to the circnlar issued
a quiet way that doesn’t get into the newsby
the Porte, in which it says that while it
papers, says a Washington dispatch.

habeas corpus proceedings in the case Complaintsare almost daily received from
of .Simeon Coy, of Indianapolis, Ind.f individuals against alleged discrimination
charged with election conspiracy, and re- and undue exactionson the part of rail.60'
manded the accused to the custody of the road companies. Commissioner Morrison
.400
Federal Marshal.
A decision rendered in says this class of complaints were not only
.393
.290 the case of James Young, a homestead-en- numerous but comprehended a great
try man of Salt Lake City, confirms the variety of subjects. Some were important,
AMERICANASSOCIATION.
Percentposition of the land department that many were trivial, but all had to receive
Clubs.
Played. Won. Lost.
age.
cultivation and improvements aud the attention. In some instances the orthogSt. Louis ..............
52
13
,732
showing of good faith in other respects raphy and chirograph)- showed that the
Baltimore .............
41
27
.001
Cincinnati ............
41
cannot compensate for lack of actual resi- complainantswere lacking in education,
32
.578
Louisville ............
40
3-2
.555
dence upon the land sought to be pro- although the manner of preferringthe comBrooklyn ..............
32
32
.500
cured
It is reported from Albany, Wis., plaiats showed tho writers were not deAthletic.............
33
as
.404
that the employes of the Illinois Central ficient in the general knowledge of busiMetrqpolltau ..........
19
48
.283
Cleveland ............
17
Railroad were involved in a plot to blow ness and commerce. In many cases the
61
.‘250
up plate-layersand operatives of the Chi- controversy would originate between the
cago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad by complainant and the local agent and might
Sunday Closing In Portland,Me.
A Portland (Me.) telegram says: “The sinking a mine containing 480 pounds of be attributed to bad temper on both sides.
dynamite near Monticello.The mine was A letter from the commission was suffiCity Marshal having ordered druggists not
discovered and the dynamite removed.
cieut to settle this class. Sometimes railto sell soda and cigars on Sunday, all the
road agents, assuming that their patrons
SOUTIL
druggists in the city except tbe proprietor
were not well informed as to the new order
of one small shop closed their stores enof things,would make unfair exactions,
A Nashtille (Tenn.) specialsays: The and at other times controversial points
tirely, not even putting up physicians’ preRev. Lewis Burch, the Rev. Sherd Guthrie, would be submitted by both parties. All
scriptions. Their action is generally commended by citizens, who do not sustain the the Rev. Samuel Orr, the Rev. George these cases, Colonel Morrison said, were
Marshal in his attempt to enforce the
Hannah, Mrs. Lewis Burch, Hencer Terry examined, and the commission'ssugges' blue-law.’Tho druggistswill take some
tions and recommendations had always
and two daughters, and Thomas Rogsrs, all
tne
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further concerted action. "

Brevitiesby Wire.

Archbishop Walsh,

of Dublin, is en-

deavoring to induce the British Government to suspend further evictions iu Ireland until the land bill has been passed
by Parliament

Chauncey M. Depew,

it

is said, would

not object lo become a Presideutial candidate under certain contingencies.There
is said to be n bureau at
Depew literature.

work distributing

colored, were struck by lightning and instantly killed at Mount Pleasant, Maury
County. They had attended the funeral of
Harriet Terry, a neighbor, and were returning from the grave when they met their fate.
The weather was clotfdy and there were occasional flashes of lightning,causing them
to hastily

conclude the funeral services.

They

been acted upon. In this particular the
commissionwas performing a kind of

The cases presented were individal,but they represented
a variety of subjects, and their settlement
in the conciliatory nianner alluded to
avoided much controversy and friction.
local magisterial duty.

LABOR

sought shelter from the rain under a
large oak tree, which was struck by the
About eight hundred workmen at tbe
electric current,and all fell lifeless/ Three
other negroes who were in the immediate Black Diamond steel works struck because
the firm refused to reinstatea number of
vicinity were severely shocked.

_

has no personal objection to Prince Ferdinand,

it

declines to accept the decision of

Sobranje. Germany, Austria,
and Italy reply that they will accept any solution of the question
tho present

on

based

the Berlin

treaty....

Mr. Gladstone addressed the National
Liberal Club, and denied that there was
any alliance between the Nationalistsand
Liberalsof which either side need feel
ashamed, and said his endeavor would be
to promote a settlementof existingissues
that would fulfilltwo conditipns— the. satisfaction of the Irish people, and the adjustment of affairs so that the greatness of the
empire could in no wise be threatened.
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Cebbrationof tho Hundredth Anniversary of the City of Clinton, N. Y.

[Clinton (N. Y.) telegram.]

PresidentCleveland and party reached
Clinton, from Holland Patent, at 10 a. m.

zens, while the parade of six divisions waa
going over its route.
After the parade tho Presidentspent an

hour iu receiving callers at Mrs. William^
home, aud over three thousand people
were presented.
The exercises in tho park began at 2
o'clock,the Rev. Henry Darling, President
of Hamilton College, offeringthe opening
prayer. The Rev. E. P. Powell then made
an address of welcome, to which the President responded as follows:
'T am by no means certainof my standing
here among those who celebrate the centennial
of Clinton a existenceas a village.My recollections of tho place reach backward but about
thirty-six years, and my residence here covered a very brief period. But those recollections are fresh and distinct to-day,and pleasant, too, though not entirely free from some
somber coloring. It was hero in the school at
the foot of College Hill that I began my preparation for college life aud enjoyed tbe auliU-

putiou of collegiateeducation We had two
loachers In our school. One became aft<rward a judge in Chicago aud tho other
passed through the legal professionto the
ministry, and within the last two years was living fortuer west. I read a little Latin with t.\o
oti.er boys iu the class. I think I floundered
through four books of the Jineid. The other
boys bad large, nice modern editions of Virgil,
witn big print aud plenty of notes to help one
over bard places. Mine was a litUe, old-fashioned copy, which my father used before mo,
with no notes, and which w as only translated
by hard knocks. I believe I have forgiven those
other boys for their persistent refusal to allow
mo the use of their notes in their books. At
any rate they do not seem to have been overtaken by any dire retribution, as one of them is
uow a rich and prosperous lawyer in Buffalo
anil the other is a professor in your college and
orator of to-day's celebration.
“Struggles with ten lines of Virgil, which at
first mode up my daily task, are amusing as

remembered now; but with thoc I am also
forced to rememberthat, iustoad of being the
beginningof higher education for which I honestly longed, they occurrednear the end of my
school advantages. This suggests disappointmeut which no lapse 01 time cau alleviate, and
a deprivation I have sadly felt with every passing year. I remember Bononi butler ana his
story. I don't know whether he was an habitual
poet or not. but I beard him recite one poem of
ipanufacture, which embodied au aca travel to or from Clinton in tho early
days. I cau recall but two lines of the poem,
as follows :
his

own

1

count of

“

'Paris Hill next came in sight
And there we tarried over night'

"I remember the next-doorneighbors,Drs,
Bissell and Scoll&rd, and good, kind neighbors
they were, too ; not your cross, crabbed kind,
who could not bear to see a boy about. It always seemed to me that they drove very fine
horses, and for that reason I thought they must
be extremely rich. I don’t know that I should
indulgein further recollections that must seem
very little like a centennialhistory, but I want
to establish as well as I can my right to be

here. I might have spoken of the coll ego
faculty, who cast such a pleasing though sober
shade of dignity over the place, and who, with
other educated and substantial citizens,made
up the best of social life. I was a boy then;
but, notwithstanding,1 believe I absorbed a
lasting appreciation
of the intelligence, of the
refinement,which made this a delightful
home.
“I know that you will bear with me, my
friouds, if I yield to tho impulse which the
mention of homo creates and speak of my own

home here, and how through the memories
wnlch cluster about it I may claim a tender relationship to your village. Here it was that our
family circle entire, parents and children, lived
day after day in loving, affectionate converse;
and here, for the last time, we met around the

family altar and thanked God that our
household was unbroken
death
cr separation. We never met together
iu any other hoffie after leaving this,

by

and death followed closely our departure. And
thus it is that as, with advancing years, I survey the havoc death has made and the thoughts
of my early home become more and more sacred, the remembrance of this pleasantspot so
related is revived and chastened. I can only
add my thanks for the privilege of being with
vou to-day. and wish fur the village of Clinton
In the future a continuation
and increase of the
blessings of the past.”

Prof. A. G. Hopkins delivered the hisRoot the oration,and
Clinton Scollard the poem.
The literary exerciseswere followed by a
banquet. To the toast “The Presidentof
the UnitedStates,” Mr. Cleveland responded as follows:
"lam inclined to content myself on this occasion with an acknowledgmenton behalf of
the people of the United States of the compliment which yon have paid to the office which
representstheir sovereignty.Bat such an acknowledgmentsuggestsan idea which I can
not refrain from dwellingupon for a moment.
Tharthe office of President of the United States
does representthe sovereigntyof 60,009,000 of
people Is to my mind a statement fall of solemnity : for this sovereigntyI conceive to be
tbe working out or enforcement of the divine
gift of man to govern himself, and a manifestation of God's plans concerning the human
torical address, Prof.
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union men recently discharged. The mill
was operated by non-union men until a
The French and Newfoundland fisher- between a Prohibitionistand an anti- pro- few weeks ago, when an assembly of the
hibitionist,
tbe
latter
responded
to
the
armen are laising another fishery question.
Knights of Labor was formed and about
The commander of the French war ship gument of his adversary with a bullet. As two-thirds of the employes joined. The
the ball missed its mark, the honors of tbe
TOLEDO.
Droc drove Newfoundland fishers from the evening rested entirely with the cold-water leaders in tho movement were discharged and the strike followed.... The WuEAT-Cash .................... 74 & .75
coast at the point of tbe bayonet. ...It is
Conn— No. 2 ...................... 38 £ .38*4
iron and steel workers of the Knights of
stated that the Canadian Pacific Baiiroad
°*W ..............................
.27
Labor,
who
recently
applied
for
a
charter
DETROIT.
WASHINGTON.
has contracted to carry hundreds of carBeep
Cattle
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for a national trade* district,have requested
loads of Australianwool iram Victoria,
Mou* .....................
........ a. 5 & 4.75
A Washington telegram says the Gov- Master Workman Conklin, of Harrisburg,
British Columbia, to Bostou. This wool
was formerly carried by the Northern ernment receipts10 far this month amount Pa., to call a meeting to take action on the Wheat-No. a Red .............
.74*$ .w*
failure of the general officers to issue the
Pacific line. to $10,693,567,and the expenditures(in!3J 4 *.3ju
charter. They number 60,000, and threaten Oats— No. 2 White ..............
Suhprihe has been occasioned at New cluding nearly $12,000,000 pension pay- to leave the order unless the charter is
„
*
York by the announcement that the execu- ments) to $13,561,102, making an excess of granted — The Master House Paiuters’ Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 74 &
Corn — No. .............
42)4
expenditures of $7,867,535. It is estimated National Association, in session at New Oats— No. ...................... 30U4 31)4
tors of the late Samuel J. Tilden had prothat the receipts during the remain- York, electedTitus Berger President.
..................
::: wS*!!***
bated his will in England and assumed
der of the month will average $1,000,000 a
control of his propertythere, mainly in
LlVKH008
........ buffalo;-'
day, ond that tho expenditures will be corGENERAL.
Wheat-No, 1 White ............. 87 £ 88
consols, worth from $000,030 to $800,000.
respondingly large. The total amount of
Cohn— No. ...................... .. „« ,43
It was not generally known that Mr. TilThe
commercial
agency
of
R.
G.
Dun
<k
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bonds redeemed under the call which maden controlledany property in England.)
INDIANAPOLIS.
tured on the 1st inst. is $18,090,250, leav- Co., in their weekly review, say:
3.21 0 4.50
The Secretary of the Interiorhas con- ing still outstanding of that cal] $1,626,656. In sptto ot railroad earnings, which gained
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5.2? tt» 5.75
curred in the recommendationof the Com- The total amount of called bonds outstand- 15 per cent, in June, and encouraging assur- Hhkkp ............................
3.00 0 100
ing
is $5,300,450.The demand for notes ances by prominent men and continued proof Wheat— No. 2 Red ............. .69 0 .70
missioner of the General Land Office that
that the interstate act is not to be so construed Corn ..............................37 0 .38
of small denominations continuesheavy,
a commission be appointed to make a and the Treasury Department is una- by courts as to do all tho harm apprehended, Oats-No. 2 Mixed ............... .30 & .31
df stocks have been lower. From all inEAST LIBERTY.
thorough investigationof the condition of ble as yet to meet it. Arrange- prises
terior points trade reportsare favorable, con- Cattle— Prime ..................4.25 @4.50
certain Oregon roads, lo ascertain whether ments have been made, however, to secure siderlug the season, and collectionsfair.
Fair ...................3.50 «« 4.00
or not there waa fraud iu their construc- an increased supply of silver certificates Money is a trifle easier at Nashville, lu good
Common ...............3.95 3 3.5Q
demand at Cleveland,and plenty at Kansas Jo®"- ............................0 5.75
tion.
from the Bureau of Engraving and PrintIn a joint discussionat Wellborn,Texas,

School.

Place Manual
Wednesday, to attend the cenfennial exTrainingShould Occupy in a System of
ercises of the town. A great crowd
Public Schools” and “What Cau Be Done
greeted the Presidential party upon its
by Educatorsto Enlighten and Arouse the
People and Excite Public Sentiment in arrival. The party was escorted by
Favor of Edncation?” A number of the Jacksonians to Mrs. O. S. Willthoughtful papers were rend on both iams’ residence, where it was greeted
topics. The resolutions adopted recommend various measures to the State by prominent members of the Centennial Committee and many venerable citiLegislatures aud Congress in the inter-

intendent of Public Instruction,Professor
S. N. Fellows, of Johnson County.
Tho platform declares for separate political est of popular education, declare that there
ing out one side of the cab and ripping up
Terrible Effects of the Heat in Chicago— Two
action in dealing with the liquor traffic ; favors
the ties aud the ground as the engine
Hundred Sunstrokes.
a reductionof passenger rates to 2 cents a is “an urgent necessity for temporary
A Chicago telegram of Tuesday says: rushed along. A huge fracturewas made in mile: favors tho establishment of postal sav- Federal aid in tho education of the illiterthe boiler, and tbe steam escaped in vol- ings banks; declaresthat public lands should ate masses of the South, " “commend the
“It is not easy to realize the extent of the
umes. The President, when informed of be reserved for actual settlement; favors National Bureau of Education as an
woman sutfrogo; insists upon the enforcement
calamity inflicted on this city by the awful
the affair, said he thought there was someon ail schools of tho law providing for touch- agency of increasing value and worthy of
thing serious the matter when ho saw the ing the effects of ulcoholicliquors upon the more liberal support,” and specify differheat of Saturdayand Sunday. If the same
number of people had been lost in a ship- clouds ot steam. Rielly, the engineer, human system ; and advocates further amend- ent methods by which tho efficacy of our
ment of the present prohibitory law to muko school system can be increased.
wreck, a conflagration,a railroad accident, who had saved his fireman by forcing him its enforcement more stringent.
or a disaster of any other kind, the public on top of the cab. was found lying AlongA Chicago dispatch says that Saturday
A. W. Thurman, sou of Judge Alien
would have been appalled. The figures are side his engine dead. After instructions
and Sunday last were by all odds the two
were given to care for the dead engineer, G. Thuimau, who is now in Boston, has
startling. At the latest returns the numthe President’s car was attachedto the received a letter from 'his father, in which hottest days in the history of that city.
ber of persons sunstruck and overcome by
heat was 103. Of these 137 were fatal, ly express train, which had come up by this the latter says relative to the Democratic The temperature rose to 102, and hundreds
were dying, 22 bad recovered, and 15 were time, and taken to Alder Creek, where the State Conventionto be held at Cleveland: of people were prostrated by the intense
on the way to recovery. The Coroner's President and Mrs. Cleveland and others
“I am firmly resolved not to accept a nominaheat. In the country towns south and
book was full of entries, aud he and his of the party left the car. It was then tion for the governorship,and I look to you, west of Chicago the heat was even more
Outhwaite, aud other friends to prevent my
deputies worked until !> o’clock Monday after midnight.
name from going before the convention. A fearful. At Beloit the thermometeris reevening, at which time they had held 52
Mrs. William Daugherty, of Apollo, nominationwould place mo in a very awkward ported to have stood at 107, while at
inquests. The County Hospital, the police Pa., and Mrs. Moshen, of McDonald, in position and would compel me to disappoint Streator,111., it reached 108. The whole
many well-meaning and true friends; for, not- country east of the Mississippi aud south
stations, aud tbe morgue were scenes of
curious and unusual activity. The cool tho same state, lighted their fires with withstanding my warm appreciationof their of the lakes sufferedfrom tbe extreme heat,
friendshin and the kind expressions of confiwave at Chicago was not general. At St. kerosene oil, and they are now comparing dence and good-willfrom all, I should,in my the thermometer throughout the entire
Louis Monday the thermometerregistered experiences, perhaps, in the great beyond. health, be compelled to dec ine, and that would region registeringfrom 90 degrees to 108
10o, at Shelby ville, 111., it was 108, at ____ After having beaten the child in the injure me and perhaps the party. Therefore, degrees. Fourteen Joliet convicts were
I repeat, do not let my name be brought before
Cincinnati the hottestit has been in twenty most horrible manner, once putting out
prostrated by the heat, and two of them
the convention. ’
years, and GO cases of sunstroke were redied. Fatal sunstrokes were numerous in
one of his eyes while whipping him, a man
The
convention
of
divisionists
at
Huron,
ported.”
the cities and towns of the Mississippi
living near Riverside, Ark., tied his little
step-son, aged 5, by the wrists to a stake Dakota, has adjourned after passing reso- valley. St. Louis and Cincinnati had a
MEXICAN JHJ TRACES.
in tbe hot sun and left him there without lutions expressingunalterable opposition large number of fatalities.
Brutal Treatment of a Citizenof Silver City, food or water until he died. Then the to the admission of Dakota as a whole, and
murderous fiend tied to the woods. A declaring for division on the seventh
foreign:
N. M.
lynching will doubtlesscloselyfollow his standard parallel.
D. Breckenridoe, of Silver City, N.
capture.
M. Caro, the French philosopher, is
The Union Labor and Greenback State
M., says an El Paso dispatch, was recentThe Pope is sufferingfrom an atCentral Committee of Iowa have called a dead
ly arrested by the Mexican authoritiesat
State convention, to meet in Des Moines tack of stomach trouble and neuralgia.
El Valle, a town in Ch'hnahua, at the reA train robber entered the private car in August, to take action on the Marshall- Bills have been passed by the French
quest of Silver City IN. M.) officers aud
town convention.
Chamber for the reorganizationand
of General Manager Charles M. Hayes, of
held for extraditionon a charge ot murder.
strengthening of the army....M. Floquet
Breckenridge claims that he was brutal- tho Wabash aud Western Road, between
has consented to retain the presidency of
INTERSTATE COMMERCE. ^
ly treated by the Mexican officers,who St. Louis and Chicago, and relieved Asthe French Chamber.
. .In a skirmish bestruck him over the head with a sword and sistant General PassengerAgent Crane of
The Interstate Commerce Commission tween Albanians and* Montenegrinsnear
stuck it into his legs. They then placed his money and jewelry.
has decided that any railroad lying wholly Mokra Pianino, ten of the former aud two
him in jail, where he was kept a mouth
Wednesday the police and fire departof the latter were killed.
within one Stafe, but which makes rates
until officers from Silver City carriedhim
ment of Youngstown, Ohio, headed by the
Friederich Krupp, the well-known
and issues bills to points in another State,
to that city, where he was tried and acquitMarshal, attacked a force of men em- is so far as that trafficis concernedsubject German metal founder and steel gunted. Consul Brigham has written to the
Governor of Chihuahua complainingof tho ployed by the Pittsburgh and Western to the provisionsof the interstate law. The maker, died Thursday near Essen, Rhenill-treatment of an American citizen, and Railroad Company, who were laying a Commission expects to be able to con- ish Prussia. He was born in Essen in
asking for an investigationof tbe case aud track across Mill street, compelledthem to clude all public hearings which partiesde- 1812
The sensational Pranzinimnrder
the return of Breckenridge’sproperty, desist, and tore up the track. Clubs were sire to bring forward before the close of trial at Paris ended with a verdictof guilamounting to about $2,000, which was freely used, aud many of the combatants this month. About Aug. 1 a recess will be tv. The prisoner was sentenced to death.
taken from him at tho time of his arrest. were wounded. The railway people threaten taken so far as public hearings are con- He protested his innocence after sencerned, the bureau work being carried on
The case will also be reported to Washing- to sue the city for heavy damages.
tence had been pronounced. Pranton.
The trial of Von der Abe, the St. Louis at Washington ns usual, while the com- zini murdered
Regnault,
mission expects t6 visit various portions of her maid, and the latter’s child .....
base-ball man, for violat'on of the SunBASE-BALL.
the NorthernStates,where public sessions It is said that the anti-German feeling in
day law, resulted in his acquittal. Sun- will be held. The dressed beef cases will
the Department of Nord, France, is so
The Contest for the ChampionshipIn the
day base-ball playing in St. Louis will probably be heard at Chicago, aud other strong that a number of Germans have
League and Association.
therefore continue, and all the theatersand questions relating to Northwesternroads narrowly escaped death ..... Ten Italian
The following tables show the standing other places of entertainment will, it is ex- taken up at Minneapolis.
soldiers were Killed, seventy injured, and
of the clnbs in the two leading associa- pected, resume their Sunday performances. The Interstate Commerce Commission $200,000 worth of propertydestroyedby
side of the engine broke, and tbe huge piece
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race.
"I by no means underestimatethe importance
of the utmost care and circumspection in the
selection of the incumbent On tbe contrary,
I believe there is no obligation of citizenship
that demands more thought and conscientious
deliberation than this. But I am speaking of
the citizen’sduty to the office and its selected
Incumbent This duty is only performed when,
in the interest of tbe entire people, the fall
exercise of the powers of the Chief Magistrate
is insisted on, and when, for the people's
safety, a due regard for the limitations plsosd
upon tbe office is exacted. These things should
be enforced by the manifestation
of a calm and
enlightenedpublic opinion. But this should not
be simulated by tbe
clamor of disappointed interest which, withoutregard for the
general good or allowance for the exercise of

mad

official

judgment, would degrade the

office

by

forcing compliance with seldsh demands.
"If yonr Presidentshould not be of the people and one of yonr fellow-citizens he would be
utterly unfit for the position, inoap&blo of

understandingthe people’s wants and
of their desires. That he is
one of the people implies that he is
subject to human frailty and error, bat
he should be permitted to claim bnt lit-

careless

tle toleration for mistakes. The generoeityof
his fellow-citizensshould alone decree how far

good intentions should excuse his shortcomings. Watch well, then, this high office, the
most precious potiszsion of American citizenship. Demand for it tbe most complete devotion on tbe part of him to whose enstody it may
be intrusted, and protectit not less violently
from unworthyassaults from without. Thus
will you perform a sacred duty to yourselves
and to those who may follow you In the enjoyment of the freest institutionswhich Heaven
hal over vouchsafed to man."

BY BK2I: PEBLEY

Pirn AND POINT.

POOB&
[PhiladelphiaKecord.]

therefore inappropriateas a republican

Whilo Charles Dickens was giving
his readings in Philadelphiathere appeared in Forney’s Press, of that city,
some very bitter criticisms,which, acting upon his sensitive disposition, then
irritated by the gout in his foot, made
him very irritable. He Avent from
Philadelphia to New York, and Mr.
Dolby, his agent, went to Washington
to make arrangements for readings
there. The sale of tickets avos unusually largo, and everythingwas moving on well, when Mr. Dolby received
a dispatch from “the chief,” as he was
in the habit of calling him, that he
must stop the sale of tickets, and announce that the readings would not
take place, for reasons which had been
sent him in writing.

The reasons came in due time, written
on eight pages of note paper, in the
blue ink always used by the novelist.
It appeared that he had been entertained at a dinner in New York by a
few journaliststo whom he had complained of his treatment by the press
in Philadelphia,whereupon they told
him that the Philadelphia criticisms
were only the forerunner of a still
more vigorous onslaught in Washing-

----

Magazine for

emblem.
Judge
—

Thatcher,
Although so many years have passed
~
Aim team, of Massachusetts, Avho was always characterized since Mesmer astounded Europe with

by good-natured mirthfulness,replied
be Avell to take
the goose for our emblem, for that bird
had nothing majestic in her deportment; nor could her humble rank
among the feathered tribe give offense
that perhaps it Avould

to the most

i

:

g
0
g
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his adviser, Mr. Solomons, who called lessened40 per cent, since 1860.
on Col. Forney, and obtained from him
In addition to the great ships menassurances that Mr. Dickens would be tioned, there have been placed upon
fairly criticised Avhen he visited Wash- the line from Bremen to New York,
ington, and that so far as he was per- touching at Southampton, England, the
sonally concerned he would contribute eight new or lately built ships of the
all in his power to make his visit pleas- N°rth German Lloyd, which form alant to him, as he was sure it would be together the most compact and uniform
to the Washingtonpublic.
fleet upon the Atlantic. Their three
This proved correct Mr. Dickens last ships, the Trave, Saale, and Aller,
lectured at Carroll Hall, which was are marvels of splendor and comfort,
crowded by the first people of the na- ranking in speed and power very little
tion, and he took long walks about the short of the fastest of the Liverpool
city every pleasant day. The only in- ships. They, as were the others of the
vitation to dinner which he accepted company’s eight “express” steamers,
was one from Charles Sumner. Be- were built by the great firm of John
fore leaving he gave several gentle- Elder & Co., of Glasgow, their mamen, with whom he had become ac- chwey being designed by Mr. Brycequainted, large photographsof him- Douglas, to whose genius is rflso duo
self, and said to one of them : “I want that of the Etruria and Umbria, the
you to hang this in your dining-room. Oregon, Arizona, and Alaska. That
I like to have my pictures in dining- of the Trave, Saale, and Aller, howrooms. The beasts are always best ever, is triple expansion, these being
natured while feeding or immediately the only ships of the great European
afterward.”
lines of this character, besides the new

down

for the

shut

present

—The

It is a curious fact that a man always
waits until he is run down before he
winds up his career.

Mistress (to new servant) — We have
breakfast generally about eight
0 clock. New Servant — Well, mum,
if I ain’t down to it don’t wait.
Ihi.hi' is a dentist in a Michigan
town, the sign over whose door reads:
Teeth Extracted Without Euny Pane.
Laffiu Goa (10) Cents a Ha Ha!”
An exchange wants to know "what
product has the greatest acreage?”
Corn ! And on the foot it is the greatest
cause of achor rage.— Texas Siftings.

Portland Observer says the cherry

crop in that section is almost a failure.

—Kalkaska hopes to have a now Union
Depot when the D., C. A E. Railroad is
completed.
Brig. Gen.
general order No.

I.

C. Smith has issued
It is on the coming

3.

encampment.

—The

second annual assembly of the

Michigan Knights of Labor occurs at Muskegon, Aug. 2 and 3.

A

small house at East Saginaw took
6-year-old son of John McDonald was burned to death.

fire,

and a

—A competitive examinationfor a West
Irate parent in the door, to his clerk,
is caressing his daughter : Young Point cadetship is to be held for the Elevdrill fill operator are* be- man, you are not hired for that kind of
duced by aft skillful
CongressionalDistrict in Marquette^
yond question, and if care be exercised, work. “That’s so. I’m doing it for
much interest and amusement may at- nothing.”
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Voorbees, of Pontach to an exhibition without harmful
"A seaman washed overboard !” exresults to the subjects.
claimed Mrs. Fangle as she read a tiac, celebrated the sixtieth anniversary of
An immense amount of fraud envelops newspaperheadline; “but perhaps he their marriage with a grand picnic at Elizthe mystic science, owing, doubtless, tp was so dirty they hadn’t enough water abeth Lake.
the tales of mercenary “professors” on the ship. ”
— Wm. Duceyleft the BancroftHouse
who hold their “secret”at a high figure,
When Dr. Mary Walker has fastened at Bay City with $150 in his possession.
and hint significantlyat hereditary her severed suspenders with a piece of
He has not since been Been, and foul play
gifts or the nature of their charm being
white cotton cord and used a shoe-but- is suspected.
discovered accidently by themselves. It ton for a collar-button she can claim to
is true, however, that while the full
have graduated.
—Frank Messeraut, a young man living
extent of resources and nature of the
“Annie, is it proper to say this ’ere at Newport, was struck by lightning and
essence are not yet known certain rules
that ’are?” “Why, Kate, of course not,* will probably have to suffer the amputation
have been followed to the astonishment
'Veil, I don’t know whether it is of his left leg,
of the beholders. These rules are given
proper or not, but I feel cold in this
to Kecord readers with the assurance
—The Muskegon County Veterans' Assoear from that air.”
that they are the result of considerable
ciationwill hold a reunion at Twin Lakes,
I fell so miserable again this mornexperience by an ordinary citizen, who
Muskegon County, on Angnst 17, 18, and
has never practiced the art for personal ing,” said a complainingwife. “Yes,”
19. Preparations are already being made
replied
her
exasperated
husband,
“you
profit, and who has set forth his inforwouldn’t bo happy if you weren’t miser- for the event.
mation with straightforwardcandor.

lm*pd

Since the year 1879 tho_ following
been placed upon the
Liverpool and New York lines. Takof the Washington Chronicle,and that
ing them in the order of their fastest
all this might result in personalinsult.
passage, out or home, they stand thus
Mr. Dickens went on to show that at
Day*. Hours. Minutes.
his time of life he did not feel willing
2. Umbria (sister ship), slightlylonger
to subject himself to any such dis85
agreeable contingency, and he had 4. America ............
13
34
18
thereforedeemed it wise to withdraw 5. City of Koine ........
0
0. Alaska ..............
jg
37
from the field, leaving Mr. Dolby to 7. Servia ...............
23
55
invent a good and sufficient excuse for 8. Aurania .............
^
1
the public.
The time has been shortened much
Mr. Dolby at once conferred with more than half since 1840, and has been

—Tho Romeo carriage factory has

Wide Awake.

roasted turkey.

fastidiousrepublican. held by tenacious advocates that mes-

ton, where the proprietor of the Philagreat ships have
delphia Press was also the proprietor

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

children—

Have the grass cut if you want your
the expositionof what was called dialawn a la mowed.
—The question of sewerage is agitating
bolism, Avitchcraftand sundry other
West
Bay City at present
A
miser
may
be
safely
told
a
secret.
vile epithets, but little light has been
thrown upon the real nature of the sub- Ho never gives anything away.
—Jackson boys amuse themselvesby
tle essence, the existence of which
The best exponent of Browning is the turning in fire alarms, false ones.
Mesmer proved. It has been variousl}’ domestic who can send up a perfectly

Moreover (continued the Judge), gos- merism, hypnotism or whatever other
lings would be a very convenient stamp terra may be given it, is the exercise of
for the ten-penny pieces and fippenny animal magnetism; that it results from
bits. This caused a great deal of mirth a peculiarconditioninto Avhich a weak
among the members, excepting Lyon, mind may be thrown by the command
who was so offended by it that he chal- of a stronger will, and, again, that the
lenged the facetious Judge to a duel. strongestintellects are subject to its in“What arrangementswill you make?” fluence if operationbe conducted under
inquiredthe man who carried the chal- favoring conditions. Each school has
lenge. “None at all,” replied the battled with all the fury of words.
Judge. “Why, are you willing to be Medical men are divided on the quescalled a coward ?” “Yes ; because I am tion of whether it bo a real condition,
a coward, and he knew it very well, or and not the delusions of weak humhe never would have challenged me.” bugged imaginations,but no unity of
This turned the laugh upon Lyon, conclusionhas been arrived at by any
who Avisely concluded there was no use considerablenumber of scientistswhose
in trying to fight Avitli a man who fired opinionsare worthy of attention. The
nothing but jokes.
menomena, however, that may bo proOcean Greyhounds.

sleepless

First of all, the successful operator,
either

who

able oil the time. ”

A writer

woman, must be one of
character, with confidence in

man

or

in a scientificpaper asserts

that the critical period in a man’s life is
conven- between the ages of 20 and 30. Others
ient number of subjects to be operated have an idea that he begins to be critupon. At the outset assure them that ical about six weeks after marriage.
no harm will come to any who may be
A Philadelphiapaper says there is
placed under the influence,but that enough beer consumed in the United
each must consent fully to the experi- States every year to float all the navies
ment. Let the room be quiet, and allow in the world. That’s nothing. Twenty
no laughing or giggling.Each would-be schooners sometimes come out of one
subject should place soles of feet flat beg.— Washington Critic.
on the floor, close the eyes, and seek
“How strangely music affects me!”
to bring the mind to a passive condi- said a venerable citizen the other day.
tion. This can probably be best ac- “Why, a few evenings ago when my
complished by the subject holding the daughter was playing a soft, dreamy
left hand in the right and counting the Avaltz on the piano, 1 stole up softly bepulse. This position must be main- hind her and
” “Well?” “Pulled
positive
his or her ability. Select

any

-

>1

1
4
ta

—The barns of John Rieger, of Frenchtown, Monroe County, were destroyed by
fire la'ely, haring been struck by lightning.

Loss on tho barns and

contents about

$1,200; insured for $801.

—Burglars effected entrance in the bs-

of Duffany Brothers, at Jackson.
and a large amount

Several gold watches

of plated goods were taken, amounting in
all to several hundred dollars.

W. G.

—

Mitchell,of

Boy

City, recently

opened on extensive grocery at St. Louis.
He soon after packed up everythingand
moved back to Bay City. St. Louis

al-.

ready had all the groceries it could support.

Gov. Corwin once said that the most Gascogne, Bourgone. and Champagne tained for at least fifteen minutes (care
away the stool "—New Haven News.
dramatic event he ever witnessed in (their equals in speed and equipment,) being taken that the subject rests
— After much competition and great deDe Garmo — What does your sister
the Capitol was the return of Gen. of the French Compagnie Trans- easily),while the operator passes both
liberation the Common Council of YpsiSickles to his seat in the House, after atlantique, which Avere built in France, hands open, with palms toAvard subject, say about me, Bertie? Bertie— She
lanti have awarded the contract to put in
he had assassinatedBarton Key. At and which reflect so much honor upon from forehead to! knees, and within said to-day that she didn’t think you’d
ever sot the river on tire. De Garmo an electric light plant for the purpose of
that session there were no desks on the the French builders. All these three or four inches of each subject,
floor of the House, as they had been steamers are of steel, with cellular say half a dozen times during fifteen —What confidence she has in me! Of illuminatingYpsilanti’s streets, to the
removed and sofas substituted, on the bottoms carefullysubdivided, and fit- minutes. For the first experiment it is course she knows I’m too honorable to Jenny Eleclric Light Company of IndianEnglish plan. Mr. Sickles, fashionably ted with a luxury and comfort quite safer to take more time, twenty-five do anything of that bml-Tid-Bits. apolis, Ind. At present fifty lights will be
Omaha girl— Your family are Uni- furnished,includingone tower light in
dressed, and with well-fitting gloves, unknoAvn thirty years ago— with more minutes not being too long.
walked slowly to his seat, without be- space, better ventilation, and better
Now comes the first test. With quiet tarians, are they not? New York girl each of tho five wards. Operations will
.... were,
—
but ma uuu
and xI uttve
have jumeu
joined
traying the slightest embarrassment or lighting.
confidencethe operator will take the
begin at once, and it is expected to be
the Episcopalians.We like their forms
concern. Soon afterward he arose to
It will be difficult to go beyond them
right hand of the subject in his right.
ready for use within two months.
better.
“The
forms?”
"Yes;
you
are
speak, and one might have heard, in until a further change is accepted to Place the left hand on the subject’s
—
J VU ttl u
—Mrs. Pr. W. J. Calvert, formerly Sarah
the pauses of his clear voice, a pin twin screws. That this change will forehead, with the left thumb just up and down so much your dress don’t
,®P> the House was so hushed and soon come is pretty sure. It will above the nose and between the eyes, get crumpled, you know."— Omaha
Rutherford, of Jackson,has brought suit
still. Every eye was focussed upon hardly be possible to extend the power and the left thumb between the third World
for libel, asking $10,000 damages, against
.him, and he rose to mastery of the with a single screw beyond that of the and fourth fingers, and, pressing gently
“Suppose I shall see vou at your the Denver Evening Telegram, tor pubsituation. Sickles did not hesitate to 14,000 hqrse-poAver already in the Um- Avith both thumbs, instruct the subject father’s funeral to-day?” said a friend
lishingsix or seven columns of matter resay, in prh'ate conversation,th{it he, bria and Etruria; with twin screws, to close his or her eyes- tightly, after to a young man of the period. “Naw
lating to herself and the Doctor, the prinand not Barton Key, was to blame, in- however, it may be carried much be- which declare, in a commandingtone, should like to be there, but I’ll bo busy
cipal
allegationsbeing that they were hot
asmuch as ho had exposed his voluptuous yond. Their adoption would mean that they are shut fast and beyond the in court, opening successionand headmarried
for the reason that Dr. Calvert’s
little wife to such temptation.His greater accommodation and comfort power of the subject to open.* If suc- ing off mother in a will contest. See
friends never forgave him for taking and less racing of the machinery at cess should folloAvthe effort the opera- you later if I succeed.”— New Orleans divorce from his former wife had been set
her back to his home and heart and sea, but, above all, it would mean tor may remove his hands and produce Picayune.
aside in Dakota. It is claimed that the
condoning her crime, which ho had so greater safety. Under present circum- the effect at will. From this any num“Prisoner,” said a Nevada judge, Doctor secured his papers in Colorado,
fearfully avenged. His desperate stances a complete break-down of the ber of harmless, amusing experiments “what have you to say to this indict- and are le?al; hence the suit is brought.
bravery at Gettysburgatoned for his machinery of these great ships is a dis- may bo tried, such as causing the sub- ment; are you guilty or not guilty?”
-The Coroner’s jary in the McGinnis
disobedience of orders there, and saved aster which may entail delay as the ject to forget names, sing ludicrous “Before I answer the question,judge,
murder
case at Saginaw gave a verdict of
him from being court-martialed.
least of the difficulties. No sail power songs, or make speeches under the im- I’d like to ask your honor if this little
Senator Nyo once went to the White can be given them which would serve pression that he is a politician. *Tho spectacleddude is all the lawyer I’ve came to his death by a shot from a gun
House with a party of his New York to carry them into port; they must lie operatormust be careful to relievo his got.” “That is Mr. Ferguson, sir,” re- in the hands of William Anderson. After
friends, who Avished to have a clergy- helpless logs in the Avater until fortu- subject at the conclusion of an experi- sponded the judge, sternly; “I have apthe verdict Anderson was arraigned for exman appointed chaplain in the army. nate enough to find a friend to tow ment, and to practice only what court- pointed him to defend vou. as you seem
amination. The questioning of witnesses
Mr. Lincoln told them that he had at them. — Scribner's Monthly.
esy and good breeding permit The t° have no counsel. ” “Judge,” said the
occupied (he whole of tho forenoon. Anone time determined to make the apsimple command “Right !” with a snap prisoner, sighing heavily, “I’m guilty.”
derson testified in his own behalf, saying
pointment, but a strong protest against
Glory of the National Game.
of the finger, is usually sufficientto rethat
ho was u German, 36 years of age,
it had been received, stating that the
Beecher’sBrother Blew Into n Gun.
While I am on the subject of base store the subject It may bo set down
clergyman was not decorous in his de- ball I may as well got rid of a griev- ns a rule that a subject cannot be conborn
in Damien, Prussia, and had been in
I had just settled myself at my
portment, and he had determined to ance that has been a pet of mine for trolled beyond conscience.For in- study-table to begin mv daily work, the United Stales seven years, three of
hear more about him. “I will admit,” some years. It seems to mo that we stance, if the subject be a conscientious when their was a knock at the door. which he passed about Soginaw. He didnt
mu uuur.
said Senator Nye, “that our friend is Americans, in our desire to disprove abstainerfrom intoxicants,no amount Hardly waiting for an answer, the door
remember how tho fuss startedor how he
endowed with a glorious fund of irre- the charge brought against us of being of persuasionwill induce him to touch opened and revealed the visitor. As I
came to shoot McGinnis, as he was drunk.
pressible good humor, but I have overboostful, have gone to the other what he is told to be liquor, although had surmised, it was Mj. Beecher, but
heard, Mr. President,of an old pioneer extreme and rather delight in decrying the same subject may be compelled to so altered that a second look was He was held without bonds for trial before
minister in your State of Illinois who ourselves. Take, for instance, this sip Avhat he believes to be vinegar needed to assure me of his identity. the Circuit Court for murder in the first
was arraigned before a county confer- very national game of ours, which is,
(which is, of course,* water) or even “Can that be he whom I saw bat .Tester- degree. It appeared during tho examinaence, to be reprimandedby the bishop in my opinion, the emperor of all soap suds.
morn, erect, radiant, his whole face lit tion that Anderson had had a fuss with the
for his salliesof wit from the pulpit sports. What writer of reputationhas
Every one cannot be mesmerizedat up, his mouth wreathed in smiles and man and went out to the farm jnst outside
Before the Episcopal dignity could ever condescended to say a good word the first sitting. Some require re- ready to nnclose and let out the stream of the city on which he worked to get his
settle itself for an impressiveutterance
peated trials. As a rule, about one out of merrimentfrom the ever-full fount gun to shoot him. On his way back with
for it? And yet why shouldn’tit be ?
the old man burst out: ‘Brethren,I
Take the Englishmen and their na- of five or six candidates may be, suc- within?” The face I beheld was dark, the rifle in the afternoon he passed MoGinnever did believe in a religion that hod
tional game; the libraries are full of cessfully influenced in any given ex- distorted with anguish— a very picture
no fun in it’ The bishop’s gun was books about it, and no English gentle- hibition, so that the onerntor should of despair. Bounding from my chair, I nia’ house, and got into a fuss there, with
fatal results.
spiked, and the conference,amid roars
man would feel that his education was not feel discouraged with meager suc- exclaimed, “Good heaven! Mr. Beecher,
of laughter, at once passed the old
—SecretarySterling,of the Michigan
complete unless he knew somethingof cess at first. An appearance of want what’s the matter? what has hapminister’s character.” “That is a good
of confidenceis fatal to the success of pened?” meeting him midway as he
it and could handle the bat and ball
State Agricultural Society,has issued the
story, Nye,” said Mr. Lincoln. "Let fairly well, and the literary men of the the operator. A bold front must be advanced with an open letter in his
annual premium list for the thirty-ninth
me tell you one about Peter Cart- little island love to tell of the days shown during the entire seance.
hand, which he put into mine without a
State Fair, to be held at Jackson, b^ginwright, who, on one occasion, was conThe stories sometimes told of the word. Running my eye over the lines,
when they too went to the crease and
ning Monday, Sept. 19, and closingFriday,
vulsing his conference with wit and
batted out victory for their side, or by operator’s influenceover a subject last- the mystery was made plain. The letter
humor. The presiding bishop was
Sept 23, together with the premium list for
a marvelous catch in the field saved ing an indefiniteperiod of time is all was from Chillicothe, whence it started
man of earnest but” ascetic* piety. the game.
nonsense, unless the subject should so the day before with tidings of a terrible the eighteenth annual fair of the Michigan
. ‘Brother Cartwright,’said he, ‘do you
Our literary men would faint if any will it. The most highly cultivated catastrophe— the sudden shockingdeath Horticultural Society,which will be held at
think that Avhile you are indulging in one accused them of making a three- mind may be susceptible as well as the of Mr. Beecher’s brother, the pastor of
the same place and time. The premium
this levity you are growing in grace?’
the Presbyterian church of that place. list book is a pamphlet of about 100 pages,
base hit or a one-handed stop and strongestphysicalconstitution.
The old pioneer preacher, with a throw. In fact, I don’t believe one of
Addicted to field sports, he was getting containing on every page valuable informaPlanUtivn Philosophy,
countenance beaming with fun, re- them knows what those things are. To
ready to go out with his gun. Blowing
plied: ‘Oh, yes, brother, in spots.’ I my mind there is not anything in the
Some folks dat Use met is like new into the muzzle to see if it were loaded, tion for patrons of the fair. The rales,
guess, Nye, I Avill have your man appertaters. Da’s mighty fine at fas’, it went off into his full face, blowing regulations,price of admission, etc., remain
world equal to hitting th*e ball a fair
pointed, but tell him to keep his stories
smack on the “trade mark” and send- but sometimes goes awful ergin yer the lower half of his head away. Such substantiallythe same as last year. Enafterwards.
until he can come to Washington and
was the shocking incident, conveyed in tries for live animals and farm implement*
ifig it spinning through the air, or
let me hear them first.”
De bes’ po’ man’s frien’ ’mong de rich the letter, which wrought the metamorafter making a long, hard run, reaching
close Sept. 1; other exhibits must be en• Matthew Lyon, a naturalizedIrish- up and grabbing the flying sphere and ain’t de man dat wnz ha’f starved till phosis whereat, marvelousas it was, I tered prior to Sept. 19. The safe plan for
he made er strike an’ den made money, no more marveled. Sympathizing with
man, when a Representativein Congress
holding it— Philadelphia Call
bnt de man dat has been patty well the sufferer from the depth of my heart, peraons to pnisne who expect to exhibit
from Vermont, was fined $1,000 and
any articlesor animals is to write to the
fixed all his life.
imprisoned four months for publishing
I forbore the commonplace themes of
A German physiciansucceeded in
I’se mighty ’spicious 0’ de man dat
a letter calculated to bring President mesmerising a woman who was sufferconsolationfamiliarto every one who Secretary for a premium list book. Addles*
John Adams “into contempt” He was ing severelyfrom pains of child-bear- alias wants ter put hisse’f out ter ever had a like experience. No sane J. C. Sterling,Monroe, Mich., priori© Sept
trongly opposed to everythingthat ing, so that the suffering was relieved 'comerdate me. I rented er house frum surgeon or leech ever attempted to heal 8; after that date be will be in Jackaon.
was royal or sovereign; and when a and the labor completed practically dur- er pusson like dat an’ de fust thing I, such a hurt as had happened at Chilli- Informationregarding railroad transportaknowed he put mo out ter ’comerdate cothe.— Af. H, Hunter, in Church
national coinage was discussedhe ob- ing sleep.
tion will be furnishedby Secretaiy StarIm&e'l.—Arkansaw Traveler.
Magazine.
ling.
.
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Saturday, July 23, 1887.
first

quakes, aud the heavens roar like

aro

ing menagerie at feeding

a

THE

travel-

time. The

rain

MISSES WERKMAN

shape. Your

people at the Macatawa Resorts to where

your spine out of

there is one up there. -

her tears upon the green grass for her
new hat, upon which you sat all through

pane.)

Rev. Dr. West, of Grand Rapids, will

says: “The United States Government

it

Grand Rapids,

People who have visited the Northern falls in drops the size of a su^ar cake.
Michigan resorts say that there are ten Your light coat gets wet, warps and draws

ROGERS, Editor.

(Continued from

of

about completed.

girl spills

Have received a new

Millinery Goods.

the storm, lies at her feet a shapeless mass.

conduct services in Macatawa grove on

Homeward you plod your way, vowing
Sunday. These services will probably be
cago harbor of the dens of iniquityknown
never to go to a picnic again. And the
continuedduring the Summer.
as “bum boats.’’ Steps were taken to-day
next week finds you with a uew coat and
The much talked of race between the
to prosecute the keepers and remove the
another girl anticipating the approach of
yachts Eagle and Forest Queen, set for
a picnic that will be worse than the one
boats from the lake. The most available
Tuesday last, turned out to be a fizzle.
you have just passed through.
method was to indict the full penalty for
There was no money up and no race
not carrying lights at night, and accordsailed.
We have just received one of the prettiingly a fine of $200 was assessedagainst
A
number
of
new
walks
have
been
conest
songs ever written, called “There’s eo
each of the boats. Most of them are
structed
at
Ottawa
Beach
thus
making
it one like Mother to me,” by Charles A.
owned by “Black Jack” Yattaw. He and
the other owners were given until 1 p. m. much more convenient for the campers Davies. For a nice home song, in which
to-morrow to pay the tines assessed and and cottagersto reach their places of both the words and music are so ycry
pretty, it is hard to equal. It can te
remove the craft. If this is not done, the abode.
officials here

have

decided to purge Chi-

Which are being sold at
,

We

Meeting of Council

Hope College.

of

The Council of Hope College met
last

Wednesday for

in

the

purpose of electing a financial agent

$tw

one of the handsomest row boats ever
brought to these parts. It has more at-

to

STEAMER

the vacancy occasionedby the resigna- traction for the small children than either
a hand organ or a red wagon.
tion of Rev. Jas. F. Zwemer, the former
fill

appointee, and also to consider the desirability of

opening a Normal Department

connection
Board

W.

in

J. Scott, of

The Ottawa, has

a one

hundred and forty pound watch doc and

with Hope College. The

a mocking bird with which to

“Queen of tie Lakes,”

IN

POWDER

F. 1.

also

--

Ribbons, Gauzes, Silks,

AND VELVETS
and

all in the

new shades and colors.

Call and See

Our Goods.

SPRING and SOMMER

Stamping Done to Order.

X887.

MISSES

guard his

of Superintendents of the Theologi-

etc.

Special Bargains

lork.

,

latest styles of

and

This powder never varies.A marvel of purity
strength and wholesomeness.
More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, abort
waight alum or phosphate powders . Sold only in
cans. Royal Baking Powdeb Co., 106 Wall St.,
New
50-48w.

Advertisement's.

have the

for Ladles, Misses, and Children,

Absolutely Pure.

Arthur Meiggs, of Grand Rapids, has

astonishingly

prices.

Hats, Bonnets,

nati, O.

quarter pounds.

low

m

Messrs. C. B. and II. P. Scott, of Maca- played on the piano or organ, and will be
revenue cutter, Andrew Johnson, which
was ordered down from Milwaukee to-day, tawa, are credited with making the best sent to any address for only 11 2-cent
black and white bass catch of the season. stamps. Address the publishers, J. C.
will seize all of the vessels.”
One of the latter fish weighed two and a Grone & Co., 24 aud 42 Arcade, Cincin-

adjourned session

line of attractive

JOHNSON, Master.

guests. The latter gives the alarm and
Seminary also held a meeting at the the former does the bouncing.
same time so that these two bodies might
The customaryweekly hop will take
This large and beautiful side-wheel steamact in harmony in the appointing of the
place at “The Ottawa” to-night. Proer plying between Holland City and
financial agent. The Rev. Ame Yenneprietor Scott has engaged an Italian
the Macatawa and Ottawa Beach
ma, of Kalamazoo,Michigan, was their
Resorts will run until further
orchestra which will furnish music at this
unanimous choice, and he was immediatenotice on the followhostlery during the remainder of the
ing time:
ly informed of his appointment. At this

Hollaud, Mich., June

WERKMAN.
1887.

20,

20-tf.

ical

writing he has not yet
whether he will accept or
this agent is

The

Fijnnart Free Sunday School, of

both East and West. The Council had
Invited Professor P. A. Latta, of Allegan,

Among

is

Leave R. R. Dock, Holland, at 8
10:20 a. m., 2 p. m., and 0:25 p. in.

Ottawa” can be

well and favorably known as one

would supply a pressing want long

mentioned Judge Severns On Lake Michigan at 3 o’clock p.

ite card

game

this year.

institutionsas at Olivet, Hillsdale, and

Many of the quests who visit the Macatawa Bay Resorts seem to think it very
is no regular normal department. The
strange that some steps are not taken
Council expressed itself in favor of such a
towaid having a gravelledroad laid
department in connectionwith Hope ColAlbion, while in Western Michigan there

out on the south side of the Bay, between

lege and have appointeda committee con-

Freight Rates made
F. L.

-

Council in the establishing of
scheme will work or not is the question.
department.
A lady who went to take the trouble to

MACATAWA MENTION.

make

The Week at the Resorts. Personal
Wednesday and a number of new ones
and Other Notes of Interest.
have been added since. A number of
Mr. and Mrs. Heber Walsh moved into these tents are vgry large and accommotheir attractive cottage at Macatawa this date several families.
week.
Mr. Charles Decker, of Battle Creek,
Mich., is spending a week or two

Mrs. John Gilmore,of Grand Rapids,

known on

re-

week at the
were rather quiet on account of

LIST

JOHNSON,

or THE

Macatawa

Holland.Mich., May

-

of

Veen, J. G.
and Ben Van Putten, and the Misses Van
der Veen, Jones, Van Putten, Eppink,
Boone, Kanters, and Van der Bluis, com-

H. W.

Grand Rapids, has leased by

der

the remainder of
family.

Ryder's pavilion at Macatawa U the
what has been wanted for

and Mrs.

J.

A party of Michigan traveling passenger

number of

twelve, accom-

panied by their ladies,spent Tliursday at
Ottawa Beach.

direct dccendant

may soon expect

from

Isaac

Walton wo

to hear of a big catcb ere

long.

REMOVAL

!

For the next

Mr,

St kpk, mi

Chiugo,

The elegant new Steamers

Three-year-old and under .............. Purse 3 75
(Onida. Eminence aud Bellboy barred).
Four-year-old...........................
Purse 3100
SM0 class ...............................»• 100

Three minute class .....................
Purse 3100

”

2:50 class-Paclng ......................
100
Free-Ior-All ............................. *' 100

Thursday, Aug.

Friday, Aug. 5.
Three Minute class .....................
Purse 8100
class— Pacing ......................
Fre^for-All ...........

*•
•*

ZZHOLLAND micu.
t&ftf'/S

Thursday, Aug.

1

.

I

ioo
ioo

—

<*g

..

will leave Benton Harbor daily at 1:30 Bros, shoe store, and will] sell
and 8 o’clock p. m., and St. Joseph at 3
and 10 p. m., except Saturdaysut10 p. m. all goods at a
and Sundays at 3 p. m. Sunday’s boats
at 6 a m. and 7 and 10 p.
Returnine:
will leave Chicago, foot of Wabash Ave.,
dally at 9 a. m. 11:30 p, m., except Saturdays and Sundays. Saturday’s boats leave
at 7 and 11 :30 p. m. Sunday’sboats leave
in order to
for a
at 10 a. m. and 11:30 p.
The new
steamer Puritan waits at Joseph for the
complete
stock
I
fast train from the north every afternoon.
Passengerstaking the afternoon steamer
possession
will arrive in Chicago by 7 p. pi. and save
money over the all rail route.- No charge
for transferring baggage. Try this new store to be built on the corner

m.

make room

m.

new

take

J. S.

MORTON,
Sec’y and

.........
1

budding, opposite Y«iu Duren

line.

Four-year-old class ............... ...... Purse 3100
Three Minute class ..................... *• ioo
2:30 Class-Trotting..^..'. ......
125

Friday, Aug.

can be found in the Bosnian

Great Sacriice in Price

4.

Three-year-old and under .............. Purse $ 75
(Onida, Eminence aud Bellboy barred).
Four-year-old class .....................
Puree 8100
2:40 class ................................•• ioo

2:.Y)

eo
I

Puritan and Lora

Friday, July 29.

“

J. H.

GRAHAM,

Treas.

CC

of

when

of

my new

Eighth
and Market
O

streets.

Prest.

SMOKE

2.

2:40 class ........................... Purse $125
Free-for-All.............................
125

J- 3VC.”
HAVANA FILLED

CALL EARLY
and get

Plainwell-J. H. Clement,Bec'y; J.

Captain Gavett with his family are
camping at Ottawa Beach. They have
the most attractiveand commodious tent
on the ground.
ccurse of

erection at Macatawa forMessrf. Eastmtn,

Littlejohn, Bec'y:

in the trees,

O. BREYMAN.
Hollaud, Mich., April 28, 1887.

Patter-

W.

THE NEW

K.

Church, Pres't.

Hollaud- W. H. Rogers, Scc’y; O. E. Yates,
XiCo

t.

F. A.

HARDY & CO/S

TR*°E

PRISNOIDAL

SPECTACLES
South's

Has been fitted out in a first-class manner and is now running
between this city and the Macatawa Resorts.

Ke«n and Easy VisionRestored.

These glasses are ground on a
PRI

Steamer Macatawa

NEW

NCIPLE, which gives the aid the eye

requires without causing any strain or

SALE BY

First-class Accommodations for All.

hilarious pic-

nics. Maidens in muslin are embowered

and running brooklets near,

C. A.

skimmer and slog. The forenoon Is spent

and lugging
and down. At nigh noon
tables are spread and venerable,and

Richest

STEVENSON.
The boat will leave the dock at Holland for the Macatawa
Resorts at 9 a. ra., and 1:15 and 6 p. m.; returning
Saratoga!
will leave at 11 a. m., and 4 and 7 p.
•

Humorous Booh of

in carrying boards for a mile

the

F.

son. Pres't.

Allbgam-J. J.

Good Bargains

Price 5 Cents.

OFFICERS.

sense of weariness. FOR

baskets up hill

The four cottages in the

1887.

Thursday, July 28.

D. Bowerwine,

Comes now the gay and

some time.

agents to the

his family

it

coolest place that can be found these warm
It is just

5,

A!

SONS.

BETWEEN

OF PURSES.

Perry, Superintendent of the

for also of Brazil, arrived at the Macatawa
the season with his hotel on Wednesday. This la Mr. Perry’s
fourth season at Macatawa and as he is a

the Watson cottage and will occupy

FOR SALE BY

GRAHAM & MORTON TRANSPORTATION COMPANY.

PLAINWELL, MICH,

Brazil, Indiana, coal mines, accompanied

Park.

days.

Van

Gay’s employes of Grand that visitedMacatawa Park in the yacht
Maggie Plugger on Tuesday.
the number of several hundred,

John Long,

VAN PUTTEN &

CO.

WEEDS POUT, N.Y.

M
G.

Master.

Sestoii

Messrs. John Kanters, John Pieters,
John Mulder, Bert

&

will spend to-day, Salurdav, at

ITOU

II

posed a jolly party of Holland young folks

the regatta at Grand Rapida.

Rapids, to

MASCFACTCBED BY

WEEDSP0RT SKIRT & DRESS

application.

CONDITIONS.— All races one mile heats, 3 in 5.
Surf bathing at the Resorts was never at Holland City. Entrance fee 10 per cent of
purse, of which 5 per cent, clows entries at Plainmore popular than this season. The well, Monday. July 25th, 9 p. in.; Allegan,Mon-

is

first three days of the

Berkey

V nr

i
woven cover,aud the ends aecured by a new faitenlng.
renderingit impoeaiblefor the whalebone to punch
through. (Sea Fig. A.) C3f*8end for Dina. Circular.

frequent invoices.

P'-A.IT

new

at

main some time.

'

used by our

and complete and kept fresh by

is full

water has been exceptionally warm during day. August 1.9 p. m.; Holland, Thursday,August
11, 9 p. m. Five to enter, three to start. Any
the entire month, and frolicking in the horse obtaining a record at first meeting will not
Robert Stallord, formerly of Sweet’s water for an hour or more each day seems be barred from same class at any meeting of this
series. Nationalrules govern. The Association
Hotel at Grand Rapids, is head waiter at to be. the special source of amusement, reserves the right to postpone races on account
ot bad weather. Hay, straw and stable room free
“The Ottawa.”
especially for the ladies.
to all entries.Each day’s races begin at 2 p. m.

Resorts

Genuine
Whalebone

-GROCERIES-

Macatawa.

in camp at Macatawa Park and will

lbs figure of
the wearer in
the most trying positions.

Trotting Circuit.

a count, tells us that there were

sixty-two tents at Macatawa Park on

Conforms to

and Desirable Goods.

It will positively

Allegan and Ottawa

sistingof Dr. Chas. Scott, Rev.

tee of the

New

Our block of

m.,

ALLEGAN, MICH,

P. LepelOne of the “bum, boat” proprietors
and Rev. P. De
seems to h aye tired of being prorecuted.
Free to draft a plan upon which such a
In order to avoid the State law he will
department may be organized and to act
put an engine into his scow and make triin connectionwith the Executive Commitweekly trips to Holland. Whether the

Sons,

Breaking In”
proceaarwith
accompanying
discomfort.

and many

1887 HARVEST MEETING 1887

Hollapd and the Resorts.

tak, A. Visscher, Esq.,

&

G. Van Putten

To examine our stock and compare prices
before purchasingelsewhere.

felt in

normal departmentsat seyeralof the other

The

Ho
“

weather permitting.

know of these days. Besides having a
the western part of this state. In the house full of guests to look after, he is
eastern and middle part of Michigan we supposed to hold down all the crack playhave the State Normal at Ypsllanti, and ers of the park at pedro, which is the favor-

'

DURABILITY

has been received at

DAILY EXCURSIONS

the notable guests at “The

them and Badder, Kalamazoo; J. B. Mills, Chicago;
give his views as to the desirabilityof W. J. Stewart and W. H. Anderson,
adding a normal department,a normal Grand Rapids.
course to the present courses of study at
The steamer I. M. Weston with a large
Hope College. He very emphatically ex- party of South Haven excursionists, acpressed himself in favor of such a plan companied by the South Haven Cornet
and believed, it not only to the advantage Band, came In on Wednesday. They
of Hope College in bringing her more picniced at Macatawa Park, returning
students and advertising her more gener- home about four o’clock.
ally and favorably,but also that this
James Ryder is the busiest man that we

a

ELEGANCE
COMFORT
ECONOMY

White Goods, Sateens and
Table Linens,

part of this state, to meet with

aucb

^^CORSET.

u\

a. m.,

of the leading educators in the western and family; Mr.' Spires and family; J. B.

a

SECURITY
u

to raise in the

next year.

who

full line of.

season.

made known
not. What is

East Saugatuck, spent Wednesday at
Macatawa Park. They drove to Holland
Leave Resorts at 8:45 a. m., 12:40 p. m.
. immediate future $50,000 for the further
City with private conveyances and were 4:55 p. m., and 7:50 p. m.
endowment of Hope College, and $30,000
taken down the lake by the steamer
for the endowment of a second professor’s
Macatawa.
chair in the Seminary, and should the
Nine new cottages are in ccurse of con- Sunday School Picnic Parties
same person te appointed by the Beard
struction at Macatawa, and work will be
and large excursions will be
of Trustees of the NorthwesternClassical
Academy, then also to raise $20,000 for the begun on a number more immediately.
given reduced rates.
endowment of this school. The field is There is a big demand for all the choice
vacant lots and prospects of a big boom
the entire Reformed Church in America,
expected of

A

Samantha at

the Age,

m.

Wife.

by Joalali Allen’s
Mies Dolly ipeut
too numerous to mention ham, and pastry, nil last season amUTtho whirl >f fashion at Saratoga, and takes off its follies, flirtations, low neck
ead for such an occasion,afford suste- dressing,png dogs, etc. , in her inimitable mirthDrovoklngstyle. The book is profuselyIllustrated
nance. Before the ants and your sisters by Orren the renowned artist of Puck. Will sell
and cousins have fairly cleaned the table

a thunder peal rumbles. The

earth

Special trips

P.

made

as desired.

DE FEYTER, Master. W.

A.

WILLIAMS, Clerk.

r>*v»r

fOFFICIAL. |

Common

programmewas the most

Connell.

difficult, for to

while those runningat large are

The followingbills were presentedfor
payment, viz: Phil Padgbam, taking teatimony before CommissionerVisscber,
railroad and hotel expense, $23.50; J.
Boonstra, teaming for fire department,
$1.00; A. VaVvVuren, 2 days and nights
care of J. Nysen, $6.00; D. Van Oort, 2
days and nights care of J. Nysen, $G 00;
Holland Water Works, water for yard
hydrant, $1.50; K. Van Haaften, 10 days
team work grading sixth street @ $3.00,
$30.00.— Allowed and warrants ordered
issued on the city treasurer in payment

and

Aid. Steketee here appeared

took

John Kruisenga presented four poor
orders for payment, amount $10.00.— Paid.

Council adjourned.
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
[OFFICIAL.]

Board of Education.
July

18,

1887.

• Board met

Thn

is to say,

>T13e1Ddit......................... 400
1.

S0,

No.
No.
No.
No,
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

?• J- Hieein3. ....... 350
3.— Miss L. Reamer, ..........300
4.— Miss R. Verbeek, ......... 300

5.—

seemi that there are worse places In the world

-

came along, by our so-called druggrist,G. Gokey,
without any regard for law, license,or decency.
Last week Thursday U. 8. Marshal Waters, of
Grand Rapids, arrested Mr. Gokey and he plead
guilty to the charge of selling liquor.He still
claimed
-----that „v
he u„.
did UVji
not i,Uu,T
know but
uui wuar
what a druggist
llA(l
had &a right
right to
to do
do fl
a rPCHlInr
regular cu
saloon business, but i.
he_
will doubtless tind out about it in time, as we

-

The Rev.
circuit for

ness.

The inhabitants of the hamlet of Johnsville
were startled from their slumbers,between the
hours of 12 and 1 a. m., July 13th, by a terrific

another year.

Henry Bush has been spendinga lew days

lately

dudedom it ia

refresh-

manly and seif-reliant. Such

a

who

one

ia

our

young friend Henry Brower, the genial
clerk of the steamer Daisy. On the trip
of that vessel from Chicago last spring,
when off Skilagalee light, the engine became disabled, and her anchor was
dropped on a- rocky bottom, where the

cries for help, which

*

.-v r-v

.

came from our

uation would be dangerous if

a

sit-

gale should

dispatchedyoung Henry in

the apparently dying man

.

It

he could .telephoneto Petersburg,and
from there by telegraph calf a tug from
Mackinac. Although a heavy fog and
dense smoke from burning forests overhung the water, the clerk made his way,

•

tearing the siding off, and had passed through into

in

flames.

F.

B

.

-

T-

I

— —

Ace hour, from
a.m.
r°m 11
U a-n>-

toiam.^dfroSagfi
D°m
tQ^-a..dfrom
5 to 6 p m

Vh"17i™tS””lUwrCl!*r’0'
*"

W£ChcaI?

Second Hand Store.

ad

Ha

u

--

business of Fillmore

The

Is

--

^

G. J5 SONS, General Dealers in

ci,h

Tf

d

UTe nth*!

%hth

c\tv h Ai80 IIuir VVork-

t

reels .** e

clevetor here has been sold to Harvey

&

B.^or

t’ru^ |

D

street opDosUe I

-

LAXT

-

e

-

and
- ---

"free*?!

-

Miscellaneous.

K£lTu

Li,mri d„naJ0r ‘V ,lan)ber’ Itt,b- •singles,

£WUhjjnd Ced,r* uwi.!' Ded

Flour Mills.

flm-Sis, flour

y

or Mill,l’0

Taking Effect Sunday, July 3( 1897.

Daily

WAffirW

Chicago and West Michigan Ballway.

and eeveral olber br»“d»

V^’

Manufacturersof
Roll-

towns.

Nl’t
Mail Exp. Exp. Mix.
- —
* —i -

Hardware.

—

have always been well looked alter by our resident

Grand Junction...
Bangor ............

Benton Harbor...

V A8to0vMRTplinBt,’donesr l(n1Gener“lHardware, New
atreet.opp.PoBtufflce

Buffalo .......

2

Chicago ..........

’ e,C'* El«b,b

i

a.m. p.m. atm. a.m
10 20 1 15 12 00 4 45
11 28 2 05 1 06 8 05
11 45 2 17 1 28 9 20
1 15 8 00 2 25 12 00

Holland ..........

Physician. Dr. Randall.

5

55
55

4
fi

00 3 40
40 (i 40

300

p.m. p.m. a.m p.m.

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.

'l

number belug from

-

Furnitur.e.

we understand,is to have another
Bos. Our citizens

J. T. Rlbble and N. L. Brockwar. There

—

Watches and Jewelry.
Matchmaker, 'jeweler »Dd

r;,^A.;:./lr,?.H,nd L,fe lusurance
repre- 1

sented.^oive^u^a ran re ab

of Sccoud H,nd

dCaler la 8l0VM» Tl“«»re, etc.

Fire and Life Insurance,

doctor, in the person of Dr.

structiou has been so marvelously developed.

in 'Vines. Liquors and

m fi”*

BOSMAN A
meet
WISfinn-’ndCraU),r.-lnNo,|on8 and Fancy (inmt. Kighth
Eighth street!
ver^n

proprietor, manu-

as usual very dull.

A"

^7?iT

0f th0 Pb,BnlX

S^nrPr°Pr,le!.0r

..qu0rsana cigars. River street.

,u

B“kS:

VA

of

Cj., of Hamilton. What will become of Frink Is
the main question now.
Fillmore,

-

.lreotarMerlC’'

Fillmore.
'l ho

Saloons.

—
tlc'
n
c:p..»v»
T7AN DER

S

d

a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m,
00 2 55 9 10

Chicago ............ 9
Buffalo .......
11
Benton Harbor ...... 12
Bangor .............. 1
Grand Junction ..... 2

New

35
30
45
05
8 05

Holland
Hotels.

4 45
7 50
11 10
12 10
3 05

FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS
Mali.

^?Jr1?Klh.0bu8,neMwnter of the town and
......

10 12 10
1 25
55 2 50
07 3 12
00 1 35
(X)

m. p.m. a.m. p.m.

p

.

«
7
7
8
9

Hm

P11«wx„«rTpoio‘cR'VhT'T
apportioned Uotcl. Hate. rMiomibie

’

’

*

m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p. m.
05 900 t4 45 10 05 6 10

p.

»at‘lloT,,li”Mrb7M

Holland ......
Zeeland ......
Prana Raplda.

"l;

Exp Exp Exp. Exp.

3
3
3

18
4 50 10 20
55 9 45 5 45 11 00

6 20
7 05

FROM GRAND KAPIDS TO HOLLAND.

’V°"

a.

;:‘«nd Rapids.

Livery and Sale Stables.

no land.

fad’^n^rsa0' gu,?:crai teamingdone, cor. Market and Seventh stV

m. p.m. ptm. p.m. [p. m.

9 JO 12 30 11 00 5 15
9 51
11 42 5 55
10 05 1 15 11 50 6 10

/.'•Hand ........

8 10
9 00

FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
a.

Holland

m.jp.m. a.m. p.m. p. m.
3 05 t5 30 0 10
9 05

10 15

5-i 3 43, 0 30 0 50
Ferr•ribnrg ..........10 67
3 47 8 40 0 51
Muskegon. 3rd atroet 11 25 4 16 7 15 7 85

10

Manufactories,Mills, Snops, JSto.

PLIEMAN.
turcr of
lurcr or

J

FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.

Wagon and CarriageManufac-

o^VnU
aCk85)Uh
A,,° mnunfae- Muskegon. 3rd street
Ox \okes.
River ibo|,•
street.

LIUHtINS & HANSON, Mannl

9 45
9 60
10 15

of the
wTmn pDcbor 5rand ! of w’at«r-p,oof Horse and
)' agon ( o\ ers, Coats, Leggings, A proos overalls
Awnings, Tents, etc. Factory, Eighth St.
teturers

p.m.

m. p.m. a.m. p.tm.

50 fii
2 10
2 15 12 32
2 20 12 35
300 1 10
1

n

5
8 50
5 30 9 17
5 35 9 22
8 10 1005

10
10
10
11

15
43
48

35

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.

TTOLUNDCITY BREWERY. A. Self, Proto.4ftdTnlhV,™S,"’,e" "*rrd'-

a.m

Pitn.
3

05

3 2(1

3

30

10 10
10 25
10 38

abroad, and we looked closely for the genial
Uiwrtorij.
11
1105
TTOLLAND PRysTAL CREAMERY
countenanceof “H. A.", of West Olive. We hope
FROM
ALLBQAS
TO HOLLAND
that the reason of his absence is not that of a
Attorneysand Justices.
Mix
backslider. At the close of the meeting three of
a.m. p.m. a.m.
the new convertswere baptizedIn the Pigeon IVEKEMA G.J., Attorney at Law. Collections
9 05 6 00 11 25
HDESnoY BAep.miC:U'Sfr,,'6^l|, "S2
Seventh street, near
^
river near by. One by sprinkling and two by
9 37 5 35 12 15
9 47
12 30
immersion. The hosts of convertsthat we re1005 6 00 18 57
TTGLLAND MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ported last winter has been sadly thinned down
p ra
by backsliding.They have either hang their
^m^T.aTk^,e?c”:77pa0;.' Man"i"’r'
harps upon the willowsor cast them thoughtP08T.J.C., Attorney and Counsellor at Law
H U
o Y
.A r»,b lect 1 Hullder, and Con.^tatoal' points in^heuSdSute. and
lesslyaway and gone astray stumbling, wander0“ ‘ “l<Kk' “rner Kl!ll,h Illi River
“ NeW M111 aDd Kactor>’ ou
ing, drifting Into by and forbiddenpaths that
have a crooked and unsightly appearance, and It
W. A, C^it PENTE R^TralNcManager* *'
Bakeries.
F. Q. CHURCHILL Station Agent.
would require a good sharp revival already to
bring many of them back again to their first-love, niT^SERJ’J, Pe«‘°k&Bro.. Proprietors,
and we begin to feel that we are becoming preeV.^ ElgSh'freet'4""8’
ConfeCllonpared to read Sam Jones’ sermons to some now
latn, an.asle.; :
DOMMELKN. P., wholesale and retail
that took snch great^dcllghtin reading them to us
F. b A. M.
laat winter, bnt despair of receiving the same
1

River.

’

1

s?reS

iLrX«,

^

ESSHSiaS-

^

VAN

seripus thoughtful attention.

West Olive,
The threshingengine «hiPtl0

TJAUMGARTEL, W„

Toneorial Parlor* Eighth

is heard about ^tended toCdar Blr®et8' Ha*r dressingpromptly

Nina Cady, of Moscow, HillsdaleCounty,is renewlug acquaintancespleasantly hare for a few
days.

Boots and

Fred Wabble, of the "Lake Shore," cut

bia

foot

was

considered the hottest week on

record here, being above 100 degrees in the shade
several days.

steering by compass, reached the village,
Dled:-Thursday morning, of a complicationof
diseases,Anna Moore, aged five years,daughter of
George and Mary Moore.

Shoes.

Rapids ’

J

rpAKKEN & DE SPELDER. Manufactarcrsof 1

A

Carriages, Wagons, Cutters. Sleighs. Sole ?

KSeissoss,. s^“

8
A. Hi-utlet. \V. M.
o. BaiTJUK, Stc'v.

i

TFELDER.
JJ.

last Saturday quite bad, and will be laid up for
some days.
Last week

Grain. Calf and Kip. Office, Grand

Barbers.

"Andiiew."

for

and in the evening received an answer
f rom the tug Avery. The next part of the

.

was found that the

lightning had passed down the side of the house

a small

make for Cross Village, from whence

photo.

larger portion of Johnaville were at the house of

here.

boat for the nearest land, Instructing him

Millinery.

station

The saw mill of Lowing & Fairbanks will be
moved up north this fall and the firm will try and
miraculous. But if we have been mistakenin our
make their fortune, that is If it is to be made
e
opinion In this matter we feel grateful for the opwhere they are going. We have been unable to
portunity that has been affordedto become a perget pood lumber for some time and we don’t
sonal witness in a case where the gift of in- blame ihem for moving.

a full attendance, quite a

Raw.

agent’s (J. B. Bacon’s)residence.Very soon the

view of the matter and explained accord-

holding ground was very insecure. Cap.
tain Brower, realizing the fact that the

11BUU> u,vor Blrce[

Physicians.

..

.........

'

is

Haifetti

thunder clap, which was immedialclyfollowed by

Miss Roslna Names, who has been living north

<>

—

Johnsville.

with his parents, livingnear here

his pictures of passing events in more was

In these days of

Heat

Groceries

TV

not stopped. The people here have been
imposed upon enough, and they now mean bus!..u. a."

traffic is

T. nibble has been returned to this

J.

Dry Goods and

the same nature at Grand Haven on Monday, and

Ottawa Station.

paragraphs are more pointed, he paints Rev.

ing to come across a young fellow

_

-
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KEginMpI!in«al1kind9 work In the

other complaints are ready to be handed in if the

L

A Boy Worth Having,

-

Merchant.
----

^

^

understand that he answered to another charge of

W

some place where all persons can perceive
H.— Tobias Tribune.
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River

\f\r\r\

signed.

to

-

4

v,

paper is a pleasure to the people. Paste

che“l

- --

d

this piece of proverbialphilosophy in

^

Renovatinjf and rcp.lrli^

stay arrivingTuesday.

County Chips.

pleasing colors and the perusal of his

Work*

all

Methodistquarterly meeting was held at our
6.— Miss M. Pfanstiebl........ 275
The Highland Park camping club will celebrate
school house here on Friday
and tju
Sunday,
July
«»j uuu
ijuaj , u
Ul jf 15
ID
7.— Miss M. Mohr, ...........275
the anniversary of the openingof HighlandPark,
and IT. This
arrangement
wm
in
rnn€*-nnnn/.,>
This arrangementwas in consequenceof
8.— Miss G. Higgins, ......... 200
Grand Haven, with a grand ball at their pavilion
9.— Mias A. Pfaustiebl, ....... 275 the appointmentfor quarterly meeting at Holland
on Friday . A special train will be run from Grand
occurring
ou
Saturday
and
Sunday,
and
to
accom10.— F. West veer ............. 275
module the presiding elder who desired to attend Rapids to accommodate ail who desire to attend.
11.—
Marshal McKenzie, of Whitehall, discovered a
12.— Miss A. Cunningham, ____ 350 both meetings. He addressedthe people here on
case
of infantiledeath at the resort, six miles
Friday
afternoon
and
evening,
and
won
a
good
Ward School, Miss A. Clark ....... 350
9
opinion.There was an intermissionof a few distant. Miss Etta DeWitt, of Ferryabnrg, arose
Bills allowed:— W. H. Rogers, printing
e
hours between the two meetings and some cautious early and went into the yard where, It Is charged,
and advertising. $13.25; W. B. Burford,
brother locked up the house and carried away the a girl baby was born to her, and that she burled It
Indianapolis, diplomas,$15.
key. The
consequence «as
was to Keep
keep a large In the sand, where It was discovered.The post-1
* uu
vuuecnucnse
bids for High School building were number of people out of doors where they spent an mortem examinationshowed the baby was alive
opened: J. R. Kleyn. $5,275; L. Reidse- unpleasant
-_r —
hour or more, ugmiui;
fightingswarms or
of when born. The girl accuses James Cavanaugh
ma and D. Stroweujans,$5,075; J. Hunt- hungry mcequltocs, before the tardy key arrived, as being the father of the child. Cavanaugh cooks
ley, $5,000 —Contract awarded to Jas.
and Its effects may be readily imagined when it is
Huntley, and papers ordered drawn and
well known that where the body is wounded near
G. Van Schelven, Secy.
unto death in this way that the mind Is in a sad
Wives ! Mothers ! Daughters !
condition to harmonizewith anything of a serious
Be
your
own physician! A lady who for
ProverbialP’s.
or solemn nature. The same stupid blunder was
years Bufieredfrom distressing female
repeated again Sunday afternoon, when instead of complaints, weaknesses,etc., so common
Persons who patronizepapers should
mosquitoesa scorching sun shone down upon the to her sex, and had despaired of a cure,
pay promptly,for pecuniary prospects of dusted heads of a large assembly of waiting
finally found remedies which completely
the press have a peculiar power in pushing people. We suggest that the doors bo lelt tin- cured her. Any sufierercan use them and
forward prosperity.If the printer is paid fastened hereafter ou similar occasions, and if thus cure herself, without the aid of a
promptly and his pocket book kept there is danger of unwelcome Intruders that an old physician, hco recipes, treatiseand lull
veteransoldier with a good musket be obtained directionsfree, Seated. Address Mrs.
plelhoric by prompt paying patrons, he
and placed on guard. Sunday was occupied by the
p.per) 058 Br0ad,va)'’N' V'
puts his pen to his paper in peace; his usual servicesof such occasions, conductedby the

arise,

1

Tailor

8

1

7=~

—

two years ago, and has tried to live in the vicinity

to

your lungs. Also

ingly. He felt impressed that it was manifestly
a special act of displeasuresent to warn and
Another application for the position of
terrify ou account of obnoxioussins, pertaining to
Janitor was presented, but ruled out, as
the present and past life of the Individual. This
too late.
explanationseemed somewhat strange to us, on
Upon report of Committee, rooms were account of being well persuadedin our own mind
assigned and salariesfixed as follows:
that the more intelligentportion of our race had
Superintendent,Geo. P. Hummer, $1,100 ceased to regard a simple shower of rain, or a flash
High School, Ptrceptress, Miss Ray
of lightning,as occurrences that were in any way

No.

..reel

haps they He.
It

l.

different

meeting were read and

VUd«

read that poem, ‘*Lfttlo Rosebud,"in its original
state before it was copied for the News, but per-

!

thereto that are at present extensively, and
II n
nn t
.1 I).. A A
•
well understood. But the speakertook a very

last

the

James Bacon and family have spent several days
your breathing machinery. Very wonder- here with G. Gokey, since their general shake up
ful machinery it is. Not only the larger by the elements last week. "Jim" is in bad
air passages, but the thousands of little shape, almost helpless.They started on a trip to
tuhes and cavitiesleading from them.
Manistee and other points north, on Wednesday
When these are clogged and choked morning.
with matter which ought not to be there,
It has long been known and greatly deplored by
your lungs cannot half do their work. a majority of our citizens that liquor was being
And what “Jiey do. they cannot do well. freely dealt out to anybody and everybody that

W’Sll I

the Secretary.

Merchant Tailor*

,

of White Cloud during his absence, has returned

Give Them a Chance

pursuant to adjournment.
Present: Pres. Steffens,Insp. Keppel,
\ates, De Roo, Beach and Kremera, and ing

Minutes of
approved.

in

their bed-room, tearing the plaster from the wall
passing through the head-boardof the bed in
which were Mr. and Mrs. Bacon and their youngest
daughter. It then passed along Mr. Bacon’s
shoulders, and thence out through his arms and
hands, burning his neck. hair, and eye brows, in
its course. It then went through the mattress,
siding torn off
followed the springs to the foot of the bedstead,
The Rev. N. L. Brockway deliveredquite a which it destroyed, and ihen down through the
lengthy and well arrangeddiscoursehero Sunday floor. Mrs. Bacon was slightlystunned but was
afternoon, on the mysteries of the Bible and of aroused by her children crying, "mamma wo are
nature. In speaking of miracleshe referred to burning np." She sprang from the bed and
one that had just been performed at Johnsville, cangbt up her children and rushed to the open air,
where the Almighty had sent a thunderbolt callingher husband in the mean time but he made
through a human being, but in a miraculousway no reply. She placed her children dowi and rehad at the same time withdrawn the deadly part turned to her husband. She found him at the
so as to badly bruise the Individualand still pre- head of the bed unconscious,returning to the
serve his life. We had heard before of Mr. Baron's door she called for help, and helping hands were
serious accidentat Johnsville, and understood soon there, and by vigorous efforts he was brought
that it was the result of a simple stroke of light- to consciousness.At the present writinghe Is
aieg. such as frequently occur as a result of a doing well, though suffering exceedingly.It is
change, or a combinationof the differentforces of one ol God’s marvelousmiracles that the family
uuture in accordance with certain laws appertain- were not killed and that the home did not perish

On motion of Aid. DeMerell the office
of City Librarian was declared vacant.

Holland. Mich.,

“Tug Button” there are others right here

than West Olive. John Peck who left here about

for some time, has returned to help her younger
sister with the domestic duties of her father’s
rules, receipts, etc., $21.50; A. B. Boshome
man, 53 lbs. pig lead @ 3 cents. $1.59.—
The John Pixley barn, situated near this place
Allowed and warrants ordered issued on
was struck by lightning last Sunday night, and six
the city treasurerin payment thereof.
The clerk reported contract for the im- sheep that were in the barn at the time were
proving of Market street on file and also killed. Three of the sheep were owned byj. M.
bond oi William Roozeboom, as principal, Fellows, who has charge of the place,two by Edand Rokus Kauters, and Pieter A. Kleis, win Fellows, his sou, and one by Ferdinand
as sureties,in the sum of two thousand Plx.ey. The damage to the barn consists In having the shingles badly ripped up and some of the
dollars for approval.— Approved.

his seat.

Clothing.

Marble

place who are mean enough to say that they had

make a brilliant reputation as a nau— Wathburn, JFw., Itmixer.

OUT AROUND.

The following claims having been approved by the Board o! Water Commissioners were certified to the Council for
payment, viz: Holland City News, 300

the

__

part of the state with a view of moving there.

tical man.

, 11 coId. cough, croup, pneumonia,
catarrh, consumption,or any of the family of throat and nose and head and lung
thereof.
obBtructions, all are bad. All ought to
The Committee on Poor reportedpre- be got rid of. There is just one sure wav
senting the semi-monthly report of the to get rid of them. That is to take BosDirector of the Poor and said committee
,?. s German Syrup, which auy druggist
recommendingtwenty-five dollars for the will sell you at 75 cents a bottle. Even If
support of the poor for the two weeks everything else has failed you, you may
ending August 3rd, 1887, and having ex- depend upon this for certain.
tended temporary aid to the amount of
eleven dollars.— Approved and warrants
ordered issued on the city treasurer lor the
several amounts.
The Marshal reported the collection of
water fund moneys for the month ending
July 15th, 1887, as follows: for tapping
mains, $0.00; for water rates, $245.53;
total, $251.53.— Filed.

Dr. Reynolds has been prospectingIn

vicinityof Grant and other towns In the northern

that if the young man’s life is spared he
will

_

making raids on

crops and gardens by way of forage.

a distance of ten miles, requireda cool
Holland, Mice, July 19, 1887.
The Common Council met in regular head and steady nerve, as well as careful
session and in tbo absence of the Mayor attention to the compass, but Mr. Brower
Aid. Carr was appointed to preside.
was equal to the emergency, and at midPresent: Aldermen Carr, DeMerell, night his father’s anxiety was relieved
Kramer, Kulte, Van Ark and the Clerk.
when he heard his son’s cheery shout,
Reading of the minutes was suspended.
“Daisy ahoy.” We venture to predict
James Huntley petitioned for permission to place building material in fruut of
premises of C. Blom, part of lot 3, block
37. —Granted subject to provisions ol ordinance regulating same.

_
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Cattleconfined In pastureshave to be foddered

mere speck on the dark water, from

hit a

to

J. D„ the cheapest place in the city
buy Boots and Shoes, River itreeL u *

VAN DDREN
ElghthmcetA
(JPRIETSMA

BROS., dealers in Boots and

'*rC(4

aa40rtmcnt a,waJ» on hand.

8., manufacturer
of and dealer In
Boots and Shoee. The oldest Boot and Shoe
House in the city. Eighth street.

Cl

VrACUvLS?'f

Knights of L&feor.
ProPrlcU>raof Hollsnd

wbitc^ BiuJ^bs 8010^’

V^N

manufaclurer8of ;
rt-sfca

RAALTE, B., dealer In Farm

N.n.h”C.aad

\

'-

YEN. J. M.. Manufacturesthe best
cent cigar made. Havana* filled. Smoke
them. For sale by all
5

dealers.

-

—

and

—

WILMS Pi. Pomp manufacturer,
dealer In
TF AgriculturalImplementsof all kinds. South
River street.

Holland, Mlcb,

C°r' B1,er •“*

VAN DER

V

10

Hakmoht Lock Box.

Imple*

K. 0. T. M.
Crescent Tent, No. 65, meets In Odd Fellows
E
In I mb
at 7^1) p.
n uiM
m uji me riiBi ouu 'Tt.i..,
mui*
iUiru JlUDOai
o
of each month. All Sir Knights arc cordiallyInv
vited to attend. Cheapest Life InenranceOrdei
known
Full particularsgiven on application.
L. D. Baldi’s, Command fr.
W. A. Holley, R. K

•

m.

•x

THE SONG OF THE HORSE.
1JT

BHmLET WOOLMEU

You hfcve heard of the "Song of the abirt,*
A lad tale of sorrow and wrong ;
Help, and pity for womanly hurt.
Were aroused by the strength of that eong

truly."

:

stitch,

"Stitch, stitch,
\
In poverty, hanger, and dirt ;
And still,wiUCa voice of dolorous pitch,
She sang 'The Song of the Shirt.' "
Oh 1 were there like song for the horse,
Too often so shamefullyused.
Men might feel with repentantremorse,
In its treatmenthow power is abused.

Whip, whip, whip,
Use spur, tighten buckle and band;
Poor fellow ; you are but a slave,
And the whip always ready at hand.
Bee how patient, how gently ho waits,
How softly he feeds from your hands,
How your praise all his nature elates^
All he seeks is to do your

commands.

Slash, slash, slash.
Perhaps from hard blows he may die ;
What then I a mere matter of cash I
Cash anothercan quickly supply.
You struck him I and quickly ho swerved,
But he wanted your meaning to know,
Vine blooded, and sensitive nerved,
Would you like to be taught by a blow.
Goad, goad, goad,
On, onwards,though killingthe pace ;
Ofyour ruin it may be the road 1
What matters I be wins you the race.
Tls but shame to a creature in need,
To insult,or abuse by a blow ;
All agree, tis a cowardly deed
Unresisting, to strike e’en a foe.

;

Load, load, load
* “
Mark tbe weightsthat o'erburdon and press,
Bo heavily dragged on the road ;
Willing servants see bow you distress I
la it

right thus a creature to use v

Some add curses and merciless blows
Such a sensitive victim abuse,

;

Which

acta to the best that it knows?
Hm horse was a gift for our use,
From its Maker most gracious to man I
Bach a friend to ill-treat and abuse,
la a shameful,contemptibleplan.
Oh 1 women and sistersdear ;
Oh I men, with sistersand wives,
Learn to govern by love, not by feav,
And to gladdenpoor anlma s' lives.
Fair maiuens, who gallantly ride,
la whose heart such tendernessdwells,
Will yon look It's lovely as brides.
If yonr life of inch influence tells ?
Not mere mercy is due from the strong;
Stern justice commands us to save
The horse, that good servant, from wrong,
And not vilely to treat as a slave 1
The horse, noble horse,
Use not as a slave.

—“The Animal World."

HOW HE WON

of these day* I intend to ask her fo be * stopped over night in Fortsmontb, ana,
my wife, so I wish you to see her, Talbot, 1 Feeing ‘Tbe Vagabond’ advertised,went to
and tell me what you think of her; and, by the theater, and witnessed my play ver*
the way, don’t forget to throw in a good batim, with your name as author. So be
word for yours
it! You have reaped a rich harvest, and I
Of coarse, Talbot Trevor called on Lou | will not rob you of it; but for your treachLavere, and, at (right,he fell in love with ery I will punish you by taking from you
the beautiful girt, whose character was an Lon Lnvere, whom you won under false
lovely as were her face and form.
pretenses."
And, at a glance almost, he discovered
“Never! She knew that you could not
that her opinion of Ned Burton was such write a play— or thought so; and you have
that, when she was asked to become his no proof, and she will remain true to me,’
wife, she would not refuse, for, when Tal- saia Talbot Trevor, fiercely.
bot Trevor took his leave, she said earn“Unfortunately for you, I keep a copy of
estly, “Ob, Mr. Trevor, please write to all my letters, and the savages did not get
Cnpt. Burton and ask him to be less rash, my copying-book, and I showed to Lou
for you do not know how very reckless he just what you had done— Hold! Show
is, axd the officers and men say he will no anger towordn me, Trevor, for I am the
surely be killed;you will tell him to be one wronged. But though I give you the
careful, for I know you have influence play, and no one else than Lou and myself
with him, as he has ever spoken of yon so shall know of your treachery, for all you
highly.”
can make out of it you are welcome to,
Talbot Trevor promised,but in bis heart you must lose her, as* this letter will show
there came tbe first bitter thought be had you!"
ever had against his friend,and he mutAnd Cnpt. Burton handed the whitetered, os he walked back to bis room, “If faced, trembling man a short note from
he throws his life away it is not my fanlt; Lou. Lavere, severing the engagementbeand then Lou Lavere may learn to love tween them, and telling him that, for the
me."
future, they were strangers to each other.
To win admirationfrom Miss Lavere,
Talbot Trevor bowed his head in humiliaTalbot Trevor worked with redoubled en- tion and sorrow, for he dearly loved Lou
ergy, and, with the half dozen plays he Lavere, and when he raised it, Ned Burton
had written,went from manager to mana- had gone, and from that day they never
ger, begging them to read what he knew met again, for the young officer, still Bufwould make their fortune and his own, fering from his wounds and long activity,
should they pat it on the stage.
had resigned from the army, and soon
But the* managers thongbt differently after startedfor Italy for a long stay.
after hearing several acts of each play
But he went not alone, for Lou Lavere
read, and declined them, with the advice to became his wife on the very day that her
the writer that, if ho persevered, in time marriage with Talbot Trevor was to have
he might bring oat a drama that woald been solemnized, and when they again remake a hit
turned to England the purloiner of another
“In time I would be an old man; but man’s brains had become a Bohemian of
these fellows are fools, egotists, who think the lowest order, and, in fact, a vagabond.
they alone know what will sail the
public; but I will try again, for 3 must
How They Are Trained.
write something brilliantto find favor in
This
is
how the ballet dancers are
the eyes of Lou Lavere, for she actually
yawned behind her fan when 1 read do her trained. Every day the pupil imprisons
last night my learned article upon the her feet in a pair of narrow cases, in
‘Immortalityof the Brute Creation.’ I which, heel to heel, tbe torturedlimbs
am afraid my style may be a little too are accustomed to remain in a parallel

HER.

BY MATHEW TBACEY.
"Congratulateme, Talbot, for my appointment arrived last night, and I start in
two days for Sandhurst;" and Ned Burton
drew up his spirited horse at the door of
his particular friend, Talbot Trevor, who
answered:
"And I have good news, Ned, for I leave
soon for the city, Mr. Blaine having
written me to come to him and read law in
his chambers.”
"Ah, I shall divide my time between law
and literature, as I have a particulaidesire
Co become a good writer, and you know I

have

already written some very readable
articles for our town papers; but, come,
return home with me, lor this will be our
last day together for many a year."
The two had been chums from their
earliest boyhood,the one being the son of
a widow in moderate circumstances, and
the other the son of George Burton, Q. C.
Fond of life, yet free from dissipation,

and both of them handsome, dashing
was predicted that they would
make their mark in the world, and as they

youths, it

bade each other farewell,the one to enter
Sandhurst Military College, t!*.e other to
read law, they mentally resolved that they
would not go through life like dumb,
driven cattle, but
“Would leave behind them
Footprints in ths sands of time.”

From the day of his entrance at the
military school Ned Burton set out to
stand at the head of hra class, and this determinationheld to him through the four
arduous years of study, and placed his
name as No. 1 the day he bade Sandhurst

farewell.In passing throngh Sandhurst
on his leave, prior to being ordered to the
regiment to which he had been gazetted,
he called upon bis old-time friend,Talbot
Trevor, with whom he had kept up a regular oorrespondeuce.

“Well, Tal, I gained first honors,” he
said, after the two had grasped hands in

warm welcome.

THE OLD MAN’S DOOM.

THE NATIONAL GAME.

Jacob Sharp, Chief Boodler, Sentenced to Four Years’ Hard
Labor in Sing Sing.

Chicago Gradually Gaining on Detroit

the Judge.

Notes.

[New York speclal.l

Jacob Sharp, chief of tbe

New

York

“boodler8,"ha8 been sentenced to Sing Sing
for a term of four years with hard labor,
and a fine of $5,000 was imposed upon him.
The clock was indicating almost noon
when Sharp was almost carried into the
conrt-room. His sufferingwife andson-inlaw were close behind him, and deep lines
oi! wearinessand sorrow overspread

their faces as they seated themselves
beside the convicted man and fanned his
livid face without bringing anything like a
semblance of color back to it. Sharp sat
with clasped hands and bowed head at the
foot of the table, facing the bench. His
face, almost buried in his chest, was
flushed and sickly looking under the riveted gaze of all present, who were silently
staring at the convicted railroadking.
Mrs. Sharp and the rest of the family,
like the prisoner himself, were silent.

be

Wk

again.

M’GLYNN DEFIANT.

sacrificed his life to save a wounded
Corporal.”
“Poor, poor Ned; just like him to do such
a deed!” said Talbot Trevor, his heart
touched by the loss of his friend;but his
belter nature soon vanished, for be sprang
to bis feet with a flushed face, and cried,
medicine,and u month ago receivedmy “Now is Lou Liixere mine— av, and more.
diploma to kill by science, and
”
‘The Vagabond' is mine."
"What! a lawyer and a doctor both, TalSix weeks after, Talbot Trevor arose nt
bot?"
sunrise one morning, and eagerly seized
"Oh, yes; for in my profession I should the half-dozen papers he had ordered left
know a littleof everything.”
at hia rooms, and read the criticismsupon
“And what is yonr profession,Talbot?" “The Vagabond,” presentedfor the first
"Ab! I thought I had told you. I aut an time the night befoie.
author."
“My fori one is made, for they laud it to
And there was considerable egotism in the skies," cried the literary thief; and he
the reply of the young aspirant for literary spoke the truth, for his name was upon

-

honora.

-

•True; von eent roe
ings, and I enjoyed

some of your writthem because you

wrote them, Talbot, though

I

must con-

feae they seemed a little too pedantic; but

you know

best,

end

I

hope you

are

making

your pen pay you."
"Ah, yes, Ned; but it is up-hill work at
first, you know. Yet I have set the ball of
sacoeie rolling up-hill, and am engaged
on sketches for some papers, stories for
others, and I have in hand some dramas
for the theaters."
"Why, you are busy; and I wish you
•very success."
And after dinner together the two friends
a second time parted.
Sir months after that parting Ned Burton was winning fame in the Zulu war,
sud had been twice recommended for promotion, and often mentionedin dispatchee
for gallantryin the tield.
And Talbot Trevor was plodding away
in London, driving his pen hard, and piling up M8., but finding its marketable
value just enough to keep him comfortably,
and not allow him to get much abend; and
hie metier being dead, and having had
only a life interest in the property that had
supportedher comfortably, the young man
had to depend wholly upon himself.
One day he received a letter from Ned
Burton, and it particularlyinterestedhim,
for it asked him to call upon Miss Lou
Lavere, the daughter of a distinguished
officer who had been ordered to London on

duty.
"Miss Lavere,” added Ned Burton, “is
the one girl in the world for me, and one

every one’s lips, as having written the most
successful play ever produced, and one
that could bring a tear and a laugh together, being full of the moat touching
pathos and the rarest humor.
And Lou Lavere, ahoae eyes had grown
red since the day of that slaughter,smiled
upon the young author kindly, and offered
her warmest congratulations;nay. more, as
time went by, and the fame of Talbot increased. she promised him her bond, for
her father willinglygave his consent when
he found that Trevor was no longer an impecunions young scribbler.
Having made a success,of course Talbot
Trevor's writings were in demand, and

with the aid of a Bohemian,who had
no money, he wrote several
other plays that also took well, and for
which he paid the real author enongh to
keep him from starving for a few months.
With a comfortablebank account and a
“royally" upon his plays, Talbot Trevor
was living in fine style, and had booght
and furnished a small residence, in which
he was to install his bride within another
month.
Heated in his sumptuous home one
evening, making notes for a new play, the
servant suddenly ushered in a visitor, and
brains but

with a cry of horror Talbot Trevor started
back, for Ned Burton stood before him.
“Ned Barton, I believed you dead!" he
said, in a hoarse voice.
“So it would seem, Talbot, from what
has occurred; but I came not here to quarrel with yon— Hold! I know all, for, in
coming home, after my escape from a long
imprisonment among tL~ savages, I

several gentlemen stand about, one of
them carrying a baton. The orchestra
consists of two violins. The maltre de
ballet, beating the floor with his baton,
calls out: “Now, then, ladies, silence
if you pleasq ! Wo begin again. The
second tableau.” And assuming the
attitude which, his pupils are to assume
he shouts: “Attention! The prison
scene and £he prisoner’s step. You are
chained— you— you, sacre blue! look
towards the sky ! towards tbe sky, I
tell you! Cross your hands and put

[CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE.]
Chicago has drawn
in the

nearer to Detroit

still

League pennant race during the past

week, and Bbonld it continne to play at itu
present speed the first of August, or even
before, will probably see
with the Wolverinesfor

it

neck

first

and neck
Re-

position.

covering from the tough deal they expert*

enced at Washington, Anson’s men last
week entered upon a brilliant series with.

upon the polo grounds.
Last Saturday’s game was particularly
Mutrie’s giants

noticeable for the brilliancy of the crowd of
spectators as well as for the magnificent
playing of the

White Stockings. There

were 10,000 persons within the inclosnre,

There was applause in the court-room and among those who sat in the grand
when Judge Barrett delivered the sentence, stand was Miss Helen Dauvray the actress,
and outside the announcement was greet- in a dress of white fluffy material. Marie

ed with cheers.
Sharp’s lawyer moved for a new trial,
but it was denied. The Court, in pronouncing sentence, said the task he had to
perform was the most delicatein his whole
professionalcareer. He had received many
letters from many people, pleading
for mercy for Sharp. But a court
was not appointed to
merciful
any more than was dictated by the
laws of justice. “A judge is appointed to
award penalty according to the offense,
heavy."
position. After half an honr in these
when all the circumstances connected with
And entering his rooms, Talbot Trevor
cases another torture is subsituted. the commissionof tbe offense have been
found there a box that had arrived from
This time one foot is placed on a bar, duly weighed and considered. The deSouth Africa.
fendant herein asking for mercy can give
It was from Ned Burton, and contained which is helj by tbe hand opposite to
a lot of Indian curiosities, and a roll of tbe foot which is being exercised, and nothing as a plea for clemency but age and
manuscript.
both foot and hand are changed at the sickness. On the merits of the case he
“Well, what is this?”
word of command. And it must not certainlyis entitled to none. It is absurd
And Talbot took up the package of paper be imagined that these hard tests have to state that he was not guilty of giving the
bribes,as he was unmistakably the leader
and looked at it.
to be undergone only for a certain time.
of the whole affair. There is not here, as
‘What a play, and written by Ned BarThey must always be continued if tbe in the case of the aldermen,any attempt to
ton! Why, the man is crazy to think that
he con write, for how he ever passed dancer wishes to preserve her elasticity. prove the defendant’s good character. The
throngh Sandhurst I cannot understand. A single week of rest has to be paid for crime itself was an enormous one— the
with several months of double and un- raisingof $500,000 to corrupt half a legisOh, here is his letter!
And opening it, he read:
interrupted work. The fable of Sisyphus lature.”
Judge Barrett reviewed the corrupt ac“PnEToniA, September 10. 18—.
and his rock is realized by the ballet
“Mr Dear Old Taldot:— I send you herewith
tion of the defendant in forming a bogus
danoar.
She
is
the
race
horse
which
a few souvenirs that may be acceptable, as they
are curiositiesin London.
pays with is rest, its embonpoint, and company to contract with the Seventh Av“Lou writes me that you call oftm, and she its liberty for the rapid victories in the enue Railway, of which he is a director,
likes Von immensely; but don’t fall in love with
and alluded to the defendant’sreceiving
her, Talbot, for you know she is my bright, par- field. M. A. Second tells in his carrions $1,000,000 of profit as sheer larceny, for
ticular star.
“Petits Mysteres de POpera” that MUe. which he conld have been indicted just ns
"You have, doubtless,seen accounts of our
hard work hero, so I'll not boro you with re- Taglioni, after a two hours’ lesson by well as for bribery.The Judge continued:
peating the story, and I have but a moment to her father, fell fainting on the floor of
“What is there to excite pity or mercy
write. Goodbye, and luck to you. Yours.
her
room
and remained unconscious except the age and ill-health of the pris"Ned.
oner and the mourning condition of his
“P. 8.— Just received orders to move upon the while she was undressed, sponged, and
family? With over $1,000,000 in his pocket
Znlus, and expect a hot time ; but hope to win redressed.The lightness of her marvela majority.
he clamors for mercy without offering to
“By the way, I have employed my leisure in ous dancing before the audience was pay back a penny of the money stolen, so
scribbling, and. just to please Lon. have writ- paid for with such a price. Mille.
‘that, should he die in prison, his family
ten a play, though she knows nothing about it,
Taglioni’s example is rigorously fol- has a vast fortune to fall
upon.”
and I nave kept it as a dead secret from my
brother officers, not willing to be laughed at for lowed by other dancers, and there are
At this Mrs. Sharp buried her face in
a pedantic fool. I now send it to you, and its
some who, through bodily defects, have her handkerchiefand wept silently, while
title is ’The Vagabond.’
unusual
difficulties to overcome and the prisoner himself did not lift his face
"Of course you can. at a glance, decide upon
its merits, if it has any, and bring it ant fo%Lno ;
torture themselves with a barbarous from the table.
if it has only demerits,which I believe, make
“The Legislature does not allow us to go
ferocity.
cigar-lightersof it, and as yon love me. do not
below the minimum penalty in such a grave
tell Lou. Goodbye
“Ned.”
These daily exercises have come to
offense as the present is,” continued Judge
'Well, heregoea for the first cigar lighted an end, all the different steps are gone
Barrett. “All cannot be sat.sfied; those
with Ned’s nonsense.” And the title page through, the professorrapidly indicatwho clamor for the prisoner’sreceiving the
was rolled np and held in the blaze; but as ing the changes from one step to anfall penalty of tbe law and those calling for
Talbot Trevor sat musing and smoking, other. And how hot the poor creatures
a reprimand. All things have been considhis eye fell upon the opening words of
become ! Some moan and sigh ; some ered, and the judgment of this court is that
“The Vagabond," and something in them
gasp and cough; others can scarcely the prisoner be confined four years at hard
caused him to read farther.
labor and that he pay a fine of $5,000.”
And as each page was read, he continued stand on their feet "With dancers
Sharp was sent back to spend the night
only
the
legs
grow
stout,
sometimes,
on, until nt last he dropped the MS. and
in Ludlow Street Jail. Application was
said, angrily,“Why, in the name of the indeed, too much so, but their arms,
made to Judge Potter,of the Supreme
saints, didn’t I think of this? It will go as their shoulders,their chests are a pitiCourt, for a stay of proceedings.
certain as I sit here— if I let a manager see ful sight.
it, which I will take good care not to do, ns
At a dancing lesson on the stage of
DR.
Lou Lavere shall never know that Ned
the
Paris Opera all the ladies are
Burton can do what I cannot.”
He was half tempted to destroy it, but dressed in cotton or flannel, which
The ExcommunicatedPriest Still Insists
refrained from so doing, and locked it up leaves their arms and shoulders bare,
with a garment down to their knees,
after a moment’s thought.
that He Has Been Treated
Tbe next day, ns he read his morning and boots like the cothurnus. The
Wrongfully.
paper and ate his breakfast,his eyes fell wealthy among them have costly fur
upon he telegraphic head-line “Slaughter coats; the poor have thin, shabby
of British Troops!"
shawls or waterproofs to wrap them[New York telegram.]
Eagerly ho read what followed, and it
Dr. McGlynn’s first reply to the notice of
selves in after the performance is over.
told him that among the dead left on the
his excommunicationappears in this week’s
field was the “gallant Cnpt. Edward Burton, On the stage two dim lights are burning

who

Race.

A Fine of $5,000 Also Imposed on The Champions Doing Some MagnifiHim — The Remarks of
cent Playing— Base- Ball

l

"I am glad to hear it, old fellow, though
you surprised me, os yon know you were
never very fond of books.”
“True; a gun, dog, or horse had more
attraction for me iu those ‘days of lang
syne;’ but I stuck to work with a will, ana
now have my foot on the first round of tbe
ladder of promotion. But how have you
fared?"
"Me? Oh, very well. I rend law, and
was admitted to practice; then I dabbled in

in the League Pennant

Standard. There is a manifest effort
throughout what he says to justify his
course from the beginning. He gives to
the public, for the first time, his' final summons to Rome, which was sent him in Mav;
denounces the way in which he was addressed in it by the Cardinal Prefect of

Jansen was

there, too,

and

so

was the

eccentric DeWolf Hopper. Half nn hour
before the game commenced, Gov. David

-B. Hill, who had come

down

frbm Albany expressly to see

the

game, appeared in the grand stand.
GEORGE VAN HALTREN
pitched for Chicago, and signalized his
debut before a New York crowd by striking out Ewing the first thing in the first
inning. Ward flew out to Ryan, and Connor drove the ball so hot to Barns that the
latter dropped it Pfeffer now sprang ift'ter
the ball and got it to first in time to nip
the big first baseman. Tiernan struck out
in the second inning. Gore hit for a base
and was advanced to second by Dorgan’s
single to left Richardson hit to Burns,
forcing Gore out George then lined the
ball out to Ryan, and Dorgan made a desperate dash for home.
“That’s a good hit,” remarked Governor
Hill, as he watched the crow-line flight of
the ball. “I imagine we’ll get a run now.”
Sore disappointmentwas in store for the
bald-headea Governor, however, for no
sooner had the words escaped from his
lips than his bright eyes caught sight of
Ryan’s beautiful throw to the plate, which
settled Dorgan in very short order.
“Grand ball-plaving,”was all the Governor could say in his temporaryattack of
astonishment.“They are noble, those Chicagos, and no mistake.”
What a wonderfulbatsman is big

CAPTAIN ANSON,
the burly, musculargiant who guards first
base for the champions.Talk about hitting the ball? If any one man who ever
played base-ball has got on to the scienco
of batting,that man is Anson. It was in
the fourth inning of .last Saturday's game
at New York that Anse got in one of his
old-timersin a style that fairly lifted
10,0(10 people off their feet in the excitement of the moment. The big fellow
came to the bat with the perspiration
str. aming off his face. He wrapped his big
hand around the bat handle and looked
toward the New York pitcher with a pair of
bloodshoteyes, for the day was fearfully
hot and oppressive.The sonth-pawtwirler
of the giants passed a beauty over the plate,
and Anson’s clnb went after it. There was
a sharp, rattling noise, like a waiter falling
down stairs with a tray full of dishes.
“Great Cu-enr, look at that!” shouted the
Governor of the State to his companion, as
he saw the ball traveling like a rifle shot
toward thejOne Hundred and Twelfth street
fence.
“Gore will get it surely,”said pretty Miss
Dauvray, as she wiped her mouth with a
dainty handkerchief. “See, he’s got it.
No; isn’t it too bad?”
“Why, my dear lady,” said a benign old
gentleman in a yellow vest, who sat behind
the actress, “that man conld not have got
that with a horse or a balloon.”

Gore made a desperate run and jump
for the ball, but missed it by at least
twenty feet. The sphere sailed over the
picket fence into the crowd and against
the black stone foundationof the fence.
The old man lammed that ball just one

and he got third base before it bepossible to field it back. Pfeffer
followed with a single, earning Anson’s
run.
Well, the game resulted in a victory for
the Propaganda, but attributes that
prelate's feeling toward him to the the champions by a score of 9 to 4, and a
‘‘one-sidedand numerous letters sent to better fieldinggame, fuller of incident and
Rome against the Doctor by Archbishop pretty work with the stick, has rarely if
Corrigan.’' He also aitemptu to prove that ever been seen upon the Polo grounds.
which he and his friends have again and
THE DETROIT CLUB.
again asserted, that bis case was prejudged
Your correspondentis in receiptof the
at Rome, and that he was called there to following letter from President F. K.
one foot forward. Unfasten your be disciplined rather than for trial, as Stearns, of the Detroit team, which wonld
hands. Quickly! Putyour foot back!" Mgr. Preston declared. Speaking of his seem to set at rest any discussion concernNot infrequentlythe batou is used for having partaken of the hoiy communion ing the fntnre of the Wolverines;
— :
other purposes than merely to l>eat last Sundav, Dr. McGlynn says he did so -To
"Dear Sir— I notice that yon say in one
because
holds
that
he
has
not
time, and the lessons go on amid scoldof your recent letters that I am tired of tbe
ing and cur ing. All the dancers take been legally excommunicated; that he base-boll business and will probably quit
wonld not enter any churoh and raise
part in it, from the very young, the
at the close of onr present season. If ^on
a disturbance in order to partake of the
poor and the innocent, who try to em- holy euchorist; that he would receive it really thought this at the time of writing,
bellish themselves with a bunch of viofrom any friendly priest who believes as I would hasten to set you right by saying
lets or a piece of bright ribbon and a
he does. A paper Called Truth publishes that instead of tiring of the business I am
pair of brass earrings, the grand the statement that Dr. McGlynn nas con- just beginning to enjoy it. With our team
ladies sparkling with diamonds from sulted three eminent jurists with a view to playing sueh hall as it is at present, with
behind the dim scenes, like Indian testing his case in the oourts on a plea that our treasury in good condition, and with
the authoritieshave bovcotted him and are prospects for taking this year’s pennant
idols in the depths of the pagodas of
very flattering, I should indeed be a “quitguilty, moreover, of defamationof characJuggernaut.
ter and libel. If this position is legally ter4 were I to weary of the bnsiness at thifl
tenable, Truth asserts, Archbishop Corri- stage of the game. I note yonr expressed
Just Imagine It!
desire to have Hardie Richardsonwith the
gan can be indicted.
The stories of the success of Buffalo
Chicago team, and he would no doubt be •
The Formal Notification of Excommuni- great acquisition to yonr r inks. I would
Bill in London, both theatricallyand
cation.
say, however, that so long as Detroit consocially speaking, have not been one
The
formal notificationof his excom- tinues a member of the League, and that
whit exaggerated.All the letters from
munication by name was receivedby Dr.
London are in the same vein. One McGlynn on Thursday. It was contained will probably be for many years to come,
Hardie Rienardson will continue one of
letter from Cody himself tells of his
in a registered letter, which had been dethe sluggers.
future plans. They embrace a full tained at the Brooklyn poatoffice since
"We shall meet your champions noon
season in Paris and a winter season in July 5. It reads as follows:
our own grounds July 23, 25, and 26, when
the ruins of the Coliseum in Rome ! Rsv. hdw&rd McGlynn, 1>. D. :
we expect to take two games out of the
Reverend Docro»-In accordance with tha series of three. Baldwin will pitch against
Imagine the cowboys of the wild wetft
Instructions of the Holy Bee, It ie my painful
cavorting about the huge circle in which duty to notify you that tbe term of forty yon, and Charlie Bennett, ‘the old reliable,'
the Roman gladiators fought. Buffalo daya from the date of delivery to you will be behind the bat. Hoping to see you
of the monltoriumof May 4 from the Car- here at that time, I remain yours truly,
Bill has engagements for three years
dinal Frafect of the Propaganda,within
“F. K. Stearns,
in Europe, each of which is worth which you were required, under pain of excom"President Detroit Ball Club."
munication,
to
be
incurred
ipso
facto
and
nora$500,000 in profits.— ATetc York Star.
Inatim, to appear at Rome before the Sacred
It is the intention of yoar correspondent
Congregationof the Propaganda, haa elapsed,
Indian River, Florida, is said to be and to delare that, aa you have failed to appear to be In Detroit upon the dates mentioned
to see the White Stockings pass the
the straightest in the world. 1 A straight before the Sacred College of the Propaganda
within the time specified,you have incurred by present leaders in the race. In my followline can be drawn through it for your act of contumacy the laid penalty of excoming letter to yonr paper I shall probably
seventy-five miles without touching munication nomlnatlm. I am, reverend air, have something interestingto write.
sorrowfolly yours. M. A. Cobbioan,
shore.
Con Cbegan.*
[Beal]
Archbishop of New York.

he

_

block,

came

--

raid

It la

They Both fftr tt
the womea awarm after Moxie

reisioisK-sas

Nerve Food with a perfect furor. It is kuown
to be customary for young men to use a mug
lowiah caa* of oountenanot,and that Jaundiced of it to antidote the effecta of a debanch, which
Aspect generally which the moat unpractical! it does within an hour so effectually, there is •nadvwtMnfapaMwhw ifiCMcato,will find it on
«ye rcoognlaea as the product of a disordered nothing felt after to remind them that they
liver, who did not complain,and peevishly, have had
Home of our most eminent
<oo. of the ipreneaa of the recalcitrant organ, of
physicianssav it ia tbo only nerve food of any
ia beneath tho right shoulderblade, of dvs.
account, as all others aro actually only mild

MVERTISERS

oua

uepti
.
;lo symptoms,
constipationand headache?
Of course
ourse yon never did. and of course the Indlvlduml
___
was POT using Eos tetter’s Stomach Bittera or
or be would not so have looked—so have
.the blood when contaminated wito bJe. and conduct the secretion
l°i.^.PI?,R?r^hann®ktore-establish the regularltywf the bowels, banish bilious headacho,
And remove impediment to complete digestion,
nothingcan approach In effloaoy this peerless
Alterativeand tonic. Malarial complaints,
Always Involving the liver and kidney and blad-
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Bishop Fowler’s Excellent Stories.

who

B

CURES

him.’
“

want a dude. Conference mustn't send

“The appointed Sunday arrived and

.

FOR HORSES.

<.—TOM'
TONIC
u

Uvilla,

X

a ?urt,„ Neuralgia,Toothache,

RHEUM
^am®

B*ck, Sllff Joints, Sprains, Bruises,
Bums, Wounds, Old Sores and

1 All ACll68 8lld PdiflS.

it the

‘Sk

overspread

him. Concluded what
was good for man would
be good for the horse.
So I got a bottle of Piso’s
Cure and gave him half
of it through the nostrils.
This helped him, and I

safe, aptedy ours. Qlvtss clear, kaalthi' com nisi ion.

laughter.

continued giving same
doses night and morning
until I had used two
bottles.

become
I can

v”*”

The

horse has

perfectly sound.

recommend Piso’s

Cure

for the horse as
well as for man.

i

dlrectl

)

I tried to think
of something to relieve

the

weekly prayer-meetingin her testi- neys
mony. She was a dear, good soulone of the saints on earth. She said
she had had a hard week. ‘My soul,’
she said, ‘has been greatly depressed
all week. I find my faith very weak •nailed
and my hope is very dim. I can no
longer see my way to reaching heaven.
I may hold out till I get to Browns-

Va.,

monia.

dude minister.As he walked ^T“ffiyw,a‘oli*im
bl,u, niore
All attempts at eonntcrfsltint
only add* to ltsj>opo>
larity. Do not sipsrlmsnt-ffetOrigin aland Bin
up the aisle a broad grin
tK
the faces in the rear seats. By
I' CuriS YOU. That’s till Idsa I
1 5
Mbs. Bampls Dess sad Dream Book I
time he reached the pulpit the congre- Address TSfzARD Vii**
Xmallsdon reoetpt of twooanta in postal*, f
_
ME
DR.
HARTER MEDICINE CD.. ST. LOUIS, NO.
gation broke out into a roar of
WIZAR° 0,1 C0MPANY CH,CAQ0The minister was bald.
“And don’t keep telling about your
last appointment,” continued the
Bishop. “I knew a minister who was
always telling how the people treated
him at Brownsville.It was Brownsville here and Brownsvillethere—
everything was Brownsville. This went
on until everybody got thoroughly
This
Throi
tired of hearing of Brownsville.One
night a good old lady arose in the
with

W.

Nov. 17, 1886. |
Recently I bought a
young horse. He was
taken very ill with Pneu-

•olulolycarat; Bone*, masclot and swres roceiTcnew
force. Enllrena th# mind
Mtd SuppliesRrnln Pcrwar.

We don’t M^rvCUNFIM
IVI
AtI |ISO m"1.

‘We won’t have him.
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N. S. J. Strider.

The original Phot
togrnph,
u
slie, of this picture
com Dination that panel
sent on receipt of XOc.
lOe. in
stamps. Address,

.....

BILK BEANS.
Bt. Lonls/M

P

ISO'S

CURE FOR

CURES WHERE All

the TR,jTH of what we Bay/Prlce, 25 cent, per bottled
to any addrenn, postpaid. DOSE ONE BEAN. Soid by dStgUtl? *
or. J1.
<*» co., pbopuietous. mv. XcOtjxs, aco.
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FAIL!
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Gen. G. C. Kniffen, War Department, ville, but I can’t go a step further.’
fashinr- D.
- C.,
- after two years, says: “There was no more heard of BrownsWashington,
My wiiie has not had on altaek for two ville in that charge after that, ” said
years. I trust St. Jacobs Oil will reach the Bishop Fowler. — New Y(,rk Sun.

-

In

stimulants, and soon lose their effeeta,while
this does not, more than common food. It
has been bat thirteen months on fire market,
and the druggists say its aale is the moat ex-

“Never say anything against the man
is to come after von,” said Bishop
Appear*1*7'“* wmedied by ^
» capital 0. H. Fowler when dismissing a conference. “A ministerwho didn’t bear
this in mind was asked by his parishChildren’s Notions.
ioners
what kind of a man his sucA little four-year-oldof my acquaintance was much impressed with her first cessor was.
“ ‘0, Brother
is a good man,
out-of-doorsin the starlight. On her
but -- ’
arrival home she skipped joyfully up
“ ‘But what
If there’s anything
to her mother with the -.glad tidings:
vrong,
that
is
just
what we want to
“Oh, mamma; I’ve seen the moon and
know. ^ Now tell us what’s the matter.’
all her little childrens P
“ ‘Well, Brother -- ia a good man,
During the war, when one of our
but
the fact is, brethren, he parts his
Southern cities was under martial law,
“band music was a common occurrence, hair in the middle.’
and a source of unfailing delight to a
small child, Kittie. She could never
hear enough of it, and one evening,
when her mother called her into the
house, the music-loving little maiden
stoutly declined the invitation. “But
you will catch your death o’ cold,
dear,” her mother argued. “No matter, mamma; the band plays all day
up in heaven, and it don’t play but two
times here. ”
Maxie was the little six-year-old
daughter of a clergyman who had taken great pains with her religious instruction, and had hold before her the
goodness of the Supreme Being, so
that she should have in her mind always His kindness and mercy as well
as power. One morning her mother,
passing the open door of the room in
which the child was playing,saw Miss
Maxie standing on a chair before the
mirror, with her face scrutinizingher
little phiz with great earnestness, and
with a long sigh she remarked: “I
don’t see how God could have given
me such a nose, when he knows how
particularI am. ”

j

*
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uttermost parts of the earth and do as much
in every honse as it has in mine."

good

Over-

Fencing Again Fashionable.

Worked Women.

For “worn-out,” “run-down,”debilitated

school teachers, milliners,seamstresses, housekeepers, and over-workedwomen generally,
Dr. Pierce’s FavoritePrescription is tho beat
of all rostorativo tonics. It is not a “Cureappears to have been introduced by all,” but admirably fulfills a singlenss of purAmericanswho had been abroad, and pose, being a most potent Specific for all those
\\ caknessesand Diseases peculiar to
more particularly by students who had Chronic
women. It is a powerful,general as well aa
passed a course at the
uni- uterine, tonic and nervine, and imparts vigor
----strength to
— tho
— w whole
.. ..w.v/
system.
»< VV.AAA. AV
It promptpawiiiyirversities. It was encouraged also bv and
broken
foreign military officers ly cures weakness of stomach, bloating, weak
back, nervous prostration, debility and sleepwho came to this country for a living lessness, in either sex. Favorite Prescription
and
business of teaching it. is sold by druggistsunder our pMitivcjjuarCuriously enough the war put
stop antcc. Soo -wrapper around bottlo.

Fencing is coming into fashion again.
It was quite popular once, in the decade just before the civil war, when it

German

-

0

down

made a

Price

a

to it, military pastime

though it was. 91 n bottle, or nIx bottlca for K5.
A largo treatise on Diseases of Women,

The American soldiers’ idea

ran to the

profuselyillustrated with colored plates ana

musket and rifle as weapons, rather numerous wood-cuts, sent for ton cents in
than the sword or saber. Even the stamps.
Address, World’s Dispensary Medical
cavalry of our service were virtually
Association,CM Main street,Buffalo, N. Y.
mounted infantry.After the war young
men took to the rifle g llery and a
There are plenty of recipesfor making
great many of the jeunesse doree be- lobster salad, but we don’t know of any for
came experts with the pistol and could preventiug it from giving you the nightpink the ace of spades at a distance of
feet Young Belmont, it will be
remembered,fell a victim to his fondness for pistol practice, and accidentally killed himself in the basement of
his father’s house one night, whither
he had repaired to take a few shots before retiring to sleep. The international matches at Dollymount and
Creedmoor gave a strong incentive to
rifle practice, and the amusement became national in its popularity. It
would be interesting to determine what
has brought about the revival of fenc-

2

mare.—

Sifting*.

JohnE. 8 soar, of MClenbeek, TU, write* 1
My wife had been fuffering for two or three
cars with female weakness, and had paid
ut ono hundred dollars to physicianswithout relief. She took Dr. Pieroo'sFavorite
Prescriptionand It did her more good than

8100
Throwr Away.

Tur

__

A disease of so delicate a natnro
as stricture of tho urethra should only be intrusted to those of Itfrgo experiencoand skill

ing.”

_

_

Chapped hands, face pimples, and rough
made

yet they proposed to have him bear his

share of the taxation. “Ah, gentlemen,” said he, after they had timidly
pumped him a little as to the amount

skin cured by using Juniper’s Tar 8oip,
by Hazard, Hazard A Co., Now York.

Get Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffeners appliedto
your new hoots and shoes before you wear them

out

It sflTctedwith Sore Eves, use Dr. Isaac
Thompson’s Eyo Water. Druggistssell it 25c.

The Frazer Axle Grease is tho very best
A trial will prove we are right
3 months’ treatment for 530. Plso’s Remedy for Catarrh.Sold by druggists.

of his property, “what is the amount of
money you have to raise here by taxa-

Boils

tion?" “Twelve thousand dollars this
year, sir.” “Twelve thousand dollars, And
eh? Well, send the bill to me and I’ll may

and Pimples

other affectionsarising from Impure blood

appear at this season, when the blood Is
heated.Hood's Sarsaparilla removes the cause
pay the whole of it.” Not a single rusof these troubles by purifying, vitalizing,and
tic in the place paid any taxes that
enriching the blood, and at the same time it
year, and the Boston man got off a
fives tone and strengthto the whole system,
good deal cheaper than he had for and makes one feel “like a new man.”
some years.— Bos/on TramnripL
*1 know Hood's Sarsaparilla to be good by the
trial I gave It for eruptions on my face. I had a
Sick and bilious headicho cared bv Dr
hard time to purify my blood, but succeeded at
Pio roe’s “Pellets.*
J
last with Hood's Sarsaparilla. Habby G.
Parb, Champaign, 111. 1
She Wasn’t Any Old, but Ail New.

_

_

A baby sister has lately come to a
Boston household. The children, hearing that the baby was to be called after
a friend of the family whom they have
always heard addressed as Mias Agnes,
give the title to the baby.
“What is the name of your baby sister?” asked a lady on the street car.
“Her name is Miss Agnes,” said Jack,
graely.
“And how

old is she?” the lady

went

on.

“Oh, she isn’t any old; she is all
new; don’tyou know about babies?”—
Harper's Young People.
Texas
It

has a paper called the Bedbug.
is gradually creeping into notice.

'i

?*

.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Bold by all druggists.11 ; six for $5. Prepared
only by C. L

_

HOOD

& CO., Lowell, Mass.

One

100 Doses

Dollar.

w

•side,and feel as

-

gained mv health wonderfully,to tho astonish-

TREATING THE WRONG DISEASE.

I

Uoaaip.

’’

_

A wealthy Boston gentleman had
moved out of town and located in a little village community where the ways
of life had always been rather primitive and the expenditure small. One
day the assessors of the town came to
him, rather fearfully. They didn’t
want to tax him out of the town, and

posher!"

When you’re down my way, drop in,”
remarked the well water to the “old oaken
bucket. — Cedar Jiupida
•

__

A Cute Bostonian.

Earthly Boor.

By onr improved methods wo have been enabled to speedily and permanently cure hundreds of the worst cases. Pamphlets, references and terms, 10 cents in stamps. World’s
Dispensary Medical Association,003 Main
street,Buffalo, N. Y.

To Bo Absolutely Certain
Of most things is difficult,but if the united
Mr. Frank L. Cox, foreman Herald testimony of people in every walk of life, for
and Tinea, Gouverneur,N. Y., writes: MI more than a quarter of a century, be good evisprained my ankle very badly and suffered dence, then dyspepsia loss of appetite, headache, wakefulnessand debilitation,from whatIntense pain. One botde of St. Jacobs Oil
ever cause, may be cured by Dr. Harter’s Iron
cared the sprains and reduced the swell- Toma ,

ing.

u

Mrs. George Hiroxr, of WutJUUL N. r.
fireatsuffcrerfrom
Jeucorl
rhea, bearing-down pains, and pain continually across my back. Three bottles of your
FavoritePrescription’ restored me to •“*perfeet health.
uvaiiiii. *
I treated
truuivu with
wim ur,
Dr.
,
,
ior

(JnpiTp«T

thirty

* * * *

ySra^^^ad fijS^prartidn^

clans during the three

Pellets.’I am doing my work, and have been
for some time. I have had to employ help for
about sixteen rears before I commenced takIng your medicine.
mcdlclno. I
' have had to wear a
supporter mold of the time ; ^ this I have laid

phy-

Having exhausted the

skill of three
siclans, I was completely discouraged, and so
»
^ y011* I could with difficultycross the room
rS00*
tekln* Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescriptionand
using tho local treatment recommendedIn his ‘Common Sense
Medical Advisor.' I commenced to Improve at once. In three
months I was perfectly cured, and have had no trouble since. I
ur0ir? 1 jX°r 10 mjr fa®1!? paper, briefly mentioning how
health bad been restored, and offering to send tho full particulars
to any one writing me for them,, and endotlng a uamved-cnvelope for reply. J have received orgr four hundred letters,
in .reply, I have described my ease and the treatment used,

• xJ
w

my

.

tor

a*

n^/^g.car-w.°a,iM
^hng

I n.

of the

/our medicines,which I was loath to do.
wv«uoo * was prujuaioed against them, and the doctors sold
they would do me no good. I finally told my husband that if
ho would get me some of your medicines, I would try them

great

already.”

THE

OUTGROWTH
-

OF A VAST EXPERIENCE.

The treatmentof many thousands
of case* cure* nausea, weaknew of stomach, In"
x-.of those chronioweaknessesand distressing gcstlon, bloating and eructationsof gas.

—

------

--- ng

ailments peculiar to females, at tbo Invalids'
A* a soothing
and strengthenli
------weakness of stomach and other distressing
tlA. “ Favorite
VnvnHto Prescription
Pre«f>rtntinn’*
Hotel and SurgicalInstitute,Buffalo, N. Y., nervf
nervine,
” <a
Is v
un- symptoms common to that condition, li
has afforded a vast experience In nicely equalled and Is Invaluablein allayingand it* usp is kept up In the latter months of
adapting and thoroughly testing remedies subduing nervous excitability,irritability, gestation, It so preparesthe. system for defor tho cure of woman's peculiar maladies. exhaustion, prostration,hysteria,spasms livery a* to greatly lessen,and many time*
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription and other distressing, nervous symptoms almost entirely do away with the sufferings
Is the outgrowth, or result, of this greet commonly attendant upon functionaland
and valuable experience. Thousands of organic disease of the womb. It induces
testimonials, received from patients and
efreeblngsleep and relieves mental anx- JnooM®ctiott flth the use of Dr. Pierce's
from physicianswho have tested it In tho Iqtr and despondency.
Golden Medical Discovery,and small lainmore aggravated and obstinate eases which . Dr. Pierce’sFavorite Prescription
bad bafllod their skill, prove it to be tho is
legitimate medicine, carefully
most wonderfulremedy ever devised for compounded by an experiencedand skillful Bladder diseases. Their combined use also
the relief and cure of suffering women. It physician, and adapted to woman's delicate remove* blood taints, and abolishescanIs not recommended as a “cure-all,”but organization.It Is purely vegetablein Its
cerous and scrofulous humors from the
as a most perfect Specificfor woman's composition and perfectly harmless In It*
peculiar ailments.
effects in any conditionof the system.
Prescription” la the only
** Favorite Prescription” is a posi- racdldne for women sojd, by druggists.
-

0,^r1Slll!^vUo.^Ukm

a

tive care for tho most complicated and
obstinatecases of leuoorrhes, or “whites,’*
exeeseivoflowingat monthly periods, painful menstruation, unnatural suppressions
prolapsus or falling of the womb, weaE
back, “female weakness," anteveralon, retroversion, bearing-down sensations, chronio congestion.Inflammationam ulceration
of the womb. Inflammation,pain and tenuunuai auu rcvuininveionic. II derness In ovaries, accompanied with “inpromotes digestion and —
assimilation v,.
of food, ternal heat”

and to the uterus, or womb and its appendageo, in particular. For overworked,
“worn-out,” u run-down," debilitatedteachers, milliners, dressmakers, seamstresses,
“Bhop-girJs." housekeepers,nursing mothers. and feeble women generally. Dr.

.wu,

AddreM.

.

ucax.

WOULD* BMPEIWABT HEDIGAL ASSOCIATION,

ra?uVJfu«i
every
money
tion In

cose, or

15,00.

’

CP“8end ten

cents In stamps for Dr,
Pieroo's large, IllustratedTreatise (100
pages;
on
uweascs
women.
pages)
Diseases01
of Women.
Wo. 663
Street, BUFFALO, H. T.

min

RIFLE

Onavan-

woman

a

&

to say she does not use

Gamble’s Lenox Soap, is to
admit she is “behind the times.”
Nobody uses ordinary soap now they
Procter

can get

“

Lenox.”

Usd psrfsotty*«.'
eonu and sbsolntslg
sal*. Mad* In all atass for

B88TIN.TM8

WORLD!
.

Asms or snail (**.

BALLARD

Martin Flro Arms C*., Vow Ilavsa. Conn.

Mximow this rsna

M

will be re-

funded. This guarantee has been
on the bottle-wrapper,
ai
......
tied out for many years.
gWJoses) |1A0, or

MARLIN REPEATING
For

wa

—» w*m-*»

IS^ASTHIi

C.N.U.

JZSX*
iMi

fntABKMAtur^ Rrairrgmff,
Church Items with the

Services for

^'v-vvvw

and 2 p. m. Sunday School
3:45. Weekly prayer meeting,Wednesday at 8 p. m.
9:30 a. m.

The best place to buy

CASTORIA

ing anthems by the choir. Weekly
praise and prayer meeting Thursday at

CLOTHNG,

I

A.11 are

"Caatorla is ao well adapted

to

.

g>JJ ^

children that I Castort* ewes Colic, Constipation,

D„

HATS

f

Take

it in

Suit, Druggist, Bippus, Ind.,
testifies:"I can recommend Electric Bitters as the very best remedy. Every bottle sold has given relief in every case.
One man took six bottles, and was cured
of Rheumatism of 10 years’ standing.”
Abraham Hare, druggist, Beliville, Ohio,
affirms: “The best selling medicine I have
ever handled in my 20 years’ experience,
is Electric Bitters.”Thousands of others
have added their testimony, so that the
verdict is unanimous that Electric Bitters
do cure all diseases of the Liver, Kidneys
or Blood. Only a half dollar a bottle at

*

tfie effect

Second door

—

AT

east of Post-office.

Holland, Mich., April

13,

1887.

11-ly.

fashion.

BARGAINS!!

Holland Mich.. Match

in

19 1885.

of

THE FINEST

Furniture, Wall Paper,

Boots and Shoes

C-A-R/IPIETS,

at

may

be obtained at the

1

new

a particle of calomel, nor any other

GRAY

Wm.Verbeek
in the old postofticebuilding on
Eighth Street.

BROS.’

Its

NO.

Tickets for sale at all points via this route.
For Maps, Folders, Rates and Information, address
E. W. ALLEN,
Geu'l Pass. & Ticket Agt, Marquette, Mich.

ahe waa a Child, >he cried for Caatorla,

Whan

the

OUR PRICES.

FLIEMAN

J.

is

MACKINAC.

I

ttRRmm. Low

To which I invite the attention of all who derire
.iebt and durable wagons.

Briar.

WsRk Between

DETROIT AND MACKINAC

Liberal discount allowed to postmasters, agents
and clubs. Sample copies mailed free.
Addressall orders to

RICHARD K FOX,
Franklin Square

N

Y.

DDCCCNT
rntOUll

h
I F°r names of two book agents
• and 12 cents In stamps, to pay
postage, we will mail yon rrQQ Large Steel Parlor
Engraving of all onr 11
Presidents, Including Clevelond.size 22i28 inches, worth $5.
Also the great book for agents,“The Lives and
Graves ofour Presidents,” over 000 pages. 22 full
pace portraits.“Cleared §20. first day.”— MATTIE
MELLINGEfl. “Made over $60 itrst week." — »
W. ALLISON. “Took 10 orders first dnv.”-T.
FUNK. Owing to the coming Presidential campaign It outsellsall other books in the field. Complete outfit, including engraving, for 50 cents In

it

stomps. Always address ELDER PUB. CO..
Chicago.

III.

show

no trouble to

our stock.
WM. VERBEEK.
Holland, Mich., May 19,

1887.

16-lyr.

9e!di ar* icarce, but thooe who write to
Stinoon A Co., Portland. Moioe, will recelro
freo, fall Information about work which
they can do. and lire at bome,tbat will pay

them from |5 to f2S per day. Rome hare
earned orer (SO In a day. Either ees. yoana or old. Capital
not required. Ton are started free. Thoie who rtort at once
are absolutely(are of (nag Utile fortunes. All U new.

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Picturesque Mackinac,” llluitratetL
Oonutna Fall Particulars. Moiled Free. t

Detroit
C. O.

&

Dealers in Fine Furnishing Goods,

I

And Hrery Week Sty Between

I desire also to call the attention of all owners of
fast horses in this vicinityto the fact that I have
procured the assistance of one of the best horsesboers In the west and am now able to do the
finest possible work in that line, both with steel
or Iron shoes eitherof hand or machine make. I
believe that all should patronize home trade when
they can be as well served, and I would ask that
all give me a good trial before taking their work
elsewhere.

Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.

WHITCOMB,

Bin. Pass. Aar.,*

I

DETROIT. MICH.

This never falls. Bold bv Kremers &
Bangs, Druggists, Holland, Mich. 6-Gmos

JAS.

also manufacture

Have moved

HUNTLEY,

of

IT
and

Highest price paid for all
kinds of Furs.

Van Duren Bros.

J.

Holland. Mich. Jan.

13.

FLIEMAN.

1887.

DEALERS IN

BOOTS,
Estimates given for
kinds
buildings,
SHOES, ished
and completed.

all

of

Proprietor of Ninth Street;

fin-

Liter?, Sale,

and

M

m

and have opened up a
at all prices,

the latest styles.

_

Fornisbiiig Goods of every Description.

Full Stock of Cloths and Cassimeres, for Fine
Tailoring

EiMink,

J. E.

JK

their stock one door east

full line
and have them constantly on hand.

$rui puerfismeuts.

J.

trade.

ALBERTI, UNDERTAKER,
EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

STABLE,

ETC., ETC.,

a large assort-

ftaa QQ

Planing and Re-sawing
done on short notice.

ment of Goods on hand.

I

!

I

Specialty

Stairs,

Hand Railing, Sash

Doors, Blinds,

Custom Work.

Mouldings,

Brackets, etc.

'EEPAima

made and

i

i

qq

-

i’-

have addeo to my bnsinesB that of

UNDERTAKING
and keep constantly on hand

CASKETS, COFFINS, ETl

furnished.

Neatly and promptly exeented.

Good Horses and Carriages of all kinds and
for funerals can be obtained at
my
place of business
street,
Attentionand courteonstreatmentcan be
first-class Hearse

Office

VAN DUREN BROS.
easi of Post-office.

Holland, Mich*, April 13, 1887. 18

PALEN,

&

Express Wagons,

,

Three doors

&

Arch Street, Yhilada., Pm.

have recentlycommenced the manufactureof

Platform, Combination

Writs for oar

of

ehronle

TAILORS and HATTERS.

SUMMER TOUR

11

We make a

STARKEY

15W

I

AND BUGGIES.

had Children, ahe gave them Caatacia,

Always have

in

1886.

BEST WAGONS

FrIrm

Itch, Prairie Mange, and Scratchesof
every kind cured iu 80 minutes by Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion. Use no other.

of

Manufacturesand sells the

roar Trips per
she became Mias, ahe clang to Cutoria,

CALL AND SEE US AND LEARN

a first-class store and

EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.

46,

Holland, Mich., Oct. 20,

we gave her Caatorla,

When

SHOE

neatly done.

eqpressly for this line, on all express trains.

TfcRlfORtDcUffctfol

When

Celebrated

Repairing promptly and We keep everything kept

The Rev. Geo. A. Thayer, of Bourbon, Ind„
says: -Both myself and wife owe our lives to
Shiloh's Consumption Cure ." For sale by Yates
Are you made miserable by Indigestion. Constipation. Dizziness. Loss of Appetite,Yellow
Skin! Shiloh's Vitalizeris a postive cure.

wide r»nr»

The
will be mailed,
securely wrapped, to any address in the United
States for three months on receiptof

H

for Ladies. Call and see them.

deleterioussubstance, enters into the composition of Ayer’s Pills. Ou the contrary,
this medicine is carefully compounded
from the curative propertiesof purely vegetable substances.Try It.

AKane

In a

GG

I have the

Unexcelled Hunting and Fishing
Ayer’s Ague Cure is a vegetable preparation, and warranted to cure all malarial
disorders.

la-

ONE DOLLAR.

Prices.

In the city, always on hand.

Wagner Parlor Cars and Superb
Wagner Sleeping Cars,
The territorytraversed.isfamous for

full

$1
3 Weels.s

Paintings,

— -OF-

$00 SHOE

BEST

Only Direct Honte to Marquette aad the Iron and
Copper Regions of the Upper Peninsula

~

Inqulren

many of them afterbelnp abandonedto dir by other
phytlclane.Alto u COMPOUND OXYUEN-IttOrigin and
Development,** an latrreatlngbook of one hundredpafee.
Both or either will be mailed free to any addreee on appllaatlon.Read the hroehure I

DRS.

FURNITURE STORE

—

Honest

r

“THE SOO-MACKINAW SHOE! LINE.”

Shiloh’s
wJiloh’s CatarrhKemedy-a
Kemedy-apositive
....... cure for
- Dtphtheria
• ’ rMc
Catarrh,
and Canker
Mouth.

all

thla remarkable ruratUr apent and a rerord

POLICE GAZETTE

RAILWAY.

built

to

letrralhundred turprl.ln*rum

1SH7 S

Honest Goods

-

Cure
---- will
give Immediaterelief. Price 10ctB.,50ct8.l and
|l, For sale by Yates*
Yates & Kane.

Mode of AMlon tad RNatti,,•
new tirorharaaf two hundred pay ee, puhlUhaR

a

Dn. Starkey h Palea, whirl,plirt to

formation ae

E. HEROLD’S.

Preparedby Pr. J.C. Aver & Co., Lowell, Mua.
gold by oil Lruggista.Price *1 ; six bottle*, $5.

jjh when
Shiloh’s
congL
------------

tick,

COMPOtKD OXYfiES— It*

tb» title of

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

than any other.

When Baby waa

United SUlta.

5icture Frames, and Oil

Mm

Not

Aid thouaaoda of otbart In ctcry part of tho

by

of Michigan.

•

COBB, C. 8. Tlea-Conint, Caaablanea,Morocco,

«. V. ABHBROOK,Rad RlaF, Cal.
ERNEST TURNER, KotUa|kam. Enpland.
JACOB WARD, Bowral, New South Wale.

euee—

was magical. I seemed

1M1

%

America.

it

The best of bargains

BAUMGARTEL.

W.

If you wish to restore the bloom to your
wasted cheek, and so improve your health
Two Tlrougli Tralus eacl war Jallt
that plumpness and strength will succeed
close conectloDS u Duioi Depots
emaciation and debility, purify your blood
with Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. This remedy
al all Foials,
will benefit you more surely and speedily

•

WILSON, 8tt Broadway,X. T., Ed. PblU.
Fkatofraphtr.
LYOX, Walmaa. Hawaii, BtndwlthIiluda.
ALEXAXDKR RITCHIE, Uunm, Saotland.
MRS. MANUEL V. OMTEGA, Fraanlllo,Zaaalaaaa,Maaleo.
BBS. EMMA COOFEU. UUIIa, bpacUb Uonduru, Central
adalphla

“

FIRST-CLASS TOILET WAITE FOR SALE

I have used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
my family, for Colds ami Coughs,
with infallible success, and should not
dare to he without this medicine through
the winter months.— Russel Bodine,
Hughesville, Lycoming Co., Pa.

That Hacking Cough can be so quickly cured by
Cure We guaranteeit. For sale by

-

ICDGI H. P. VIOOMAB, tjoeoemo, Kan.
IS. HART A. LIVERMORE,Melroa^BuaaahuaatU.
JUDGE B. 8. VOORHEES,Xow Yorh City.
MR. *. C. KXIGMT, PWUdalphU.
MR. FBAXK HIDDALL, Marahnot,Pblladelphla.
BOX. W. W. SCHUYLER,Eutoa, Pa.

J,

any time.

at

in

the blood.

will yon

|

HOX. WI. D. BILLET, laabar of Coniraaa, Philadelphia.
BIT. VICTOR L. t ON RAD, Editor of tho LoUana Ob•omr, Pblladalpbla.
BIT. CHARLES W. CCSHING, D. DM Rorhoatar, X. T.
HOX. WI. PEXR XIXOI, Editor Intar-Oaooa, Chleapo, III,
HIV. A. W. MOORE, Editor Tha Centenary, Lancaater,S. C.
W. H. WORTH1KOTOI,Editor Xt» Sooth, Blrala|ha^ Ala.

FIDELIA

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla cures liver com
plaint, rheumatism, and all diseases of

Why

Dn. BTAREIT k PALE5 b»»e tha libertyto nfar to tha
aeU-knowo penoa* who bait triad thalr

IDWARD L.

A Scientific Haircut or
Invigorating Shampoo

to rally from the first dose of this medicine, and, after using only three bottles,
am now as well and sound as ever.—
Rodney Johnson, Springfield,111.

's

—

r

•

A Good Clean Shaye.

pletely prostrated,as to bo confined to
my be*d most of the time. After trying
various prescriptions,without benefit,
my physician finally determinedto give
me Aver’s Cherry Pectoral. I took it,

and

—IS

TONSORIAL PARLORS

m

For Dyipepeiaand Liver Complaint,you have a
printed guaranteeon every bottle of Shlloh’u
vltallzer. It never fails to cure. For sale by
Yates & Kane.

-

f

you can get a

rugut oweaio* i>lCCUUIg A am
my Chest ana Sides, and was so com-

Kane’s, Holland, and A. De
Kruif’s Drug Store, Zeeland.

-

and CAPS,

followln|.aaao4
Treatment

Ladies hair cleaned and dressed in the latest

&

—

compound U to
aw Um warld,

HI

BILLY’S

W. D.

you.

I

Stmt, Philadelphia,hare baaa nalag
iba
tha
tondoaiod And made portable (hat it U i(ot

Time.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral is a highly
concentrated and powerful medicine.
It is an anodyne expectorant, and, if
promptly taken, in cases of Coughs,
Throat or Lung troubles, soothes and
heals the irritated tissues, and quickly
allays all tendency to Consumption.
Six years ago, I contracted a severe
Cold, which settled on my Lungs, ami

WH) you suffer with Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint? Shiloh’s Vitalizeris guaranteedto cure

.

|

The Verdict Unanimous.

t

.

“THB C01P0CXD OXYGEN TBBAT9EKT” Dn. BUrkty

’

ud

Gents’ Furnishing Goods

py the pulpit.

Kane.

.dan.**

for tha Uat aamtaaa Jtut, la a ultitllfla adjaalatat of
alamcnU of Oij|aa
Mtrogtn magnetiied, and

•AND*

Holland ChristianRef. Cnurch.— Rev.
E. Van Der Vries, Pastor. Services at
9:30 a. m. 2:00 and 7 p. m.
Methodist Episcopal Church-Rev. H. D
Jordan, Pastor. Servicesat 10:30 a. m.
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Class-meetingat close of morning service,
and at 7 p. m. Teachers meeting Friday
at 7:80 p. m. Prayer-meeting Thursday
evening at 7 :30 p. m. All the seats are free
Rev. Brockway, of Johnsville, will occu-

For COK8C1PTIOX, ASTHMA,BRONCHITIS, DYSPEPSIA,
v CATARRH, HAT FEVER, HEADACHE,DEBILITY,BHEC' MAT18M, BICBALQIA and aU Chronle and Xtrrou DUor«

TUI

ing explanaicn of the Bible.

Shiloh’s
Yates A

-

ALSO

•

k Falan, Ho. I Sit) Arch

Tin CsxTAua Coxpaxt, 182 Fulton Street, N. Y.

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.Services at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7:30 p. m.
Sunday School at 3 :45. Wednesday even-

A Nasal Injector free with each bottle of Shiloh
Catarrh Remedy. Price 50 cents.

Children,

SdSStoa <U-

recommend it m superior to any prescription I
known tome.” H. A. Anon*, M.
P
111 Bo. Oxford St, Brooklyn,N. Y. | Without injurious medication.
[

-

anti

.*1

iWELL-TRIED .TREATMENT.

A

For Men, Boys,

Wfwr

1628 Jkxoti Street, Phiiad'a, Pa*

READY-MADE

for Infanta and Children.

welcome.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. m. and
2 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.

Yates

:•

«

V

10:80 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Young People’s meeting at 6:30.
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones. Pastor.
Subjects:Morning, “Strong and useiul
growth*,” Evening, “The gateway of evil
shunned.” Congregationalsinging. Open-

m.

v'

%

Hope Reformed Church-Servicesat

7:30 p.

rl

Come and See

To-morrow.
First Reformed Cburch— Services at

tf.

and Shdf) on River

near the corner of Tenth street
JAS. HUNTLEY.
Holland, May 27, 1888.

Will teke charge of and manage Funerals, will fnrnlah Hearse, Hack and Carriages;also keppa
hand a large and very flnelot of Caskets and Coffins.Embalming and preserving of corpses
lied upon. • "
skillfully performed. Funerals in the country will be promptly attended to at tho
Thankful for past favors I ask a continuance
same rate as those in the city.
of
J. H. NIBBELINK.
-ca-ma -r A
OTJ--D riTTTIQ A T.T. C3T3W.TP.S
Holland, Mich., January20,1887.
.

same.

T

